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DRAFT 

Strategic Assumptions 
March 29, 1988 

At this O birthday, a number of assumptions can be posited 
surrounding the tangible outcomes, whatever they may be, of the 
Commission's final report . For the sake of illustratio n , assume 
it is 2 1/2 y ears from now, about 6 months after the final report 
has been made public: 

The Commission has presented a "blueprint", not in the sense 
of one set of plans only, but rather of a connected set of 
outcomes and recommendations (perhaps alternatives, but 
surely an int e rwoven plan} . The blueprint clearly aims to 
protect , preserve and perpetuate the continuity of vibrant 
Jewish life in North America . 

The Commission blueprint already enjoys a broad level of 
national and communal acceptance. Based on the inclusive 
nature of the Commission membership and its task forces 
(which was built upon during the two year study process) the 
Mandel Commission plan represents a private/communal 
partnership to improve Jewish Education in North America . 

The blueprint's recommendations are focused primarily on the 
issue of p ersonnel -- professional educator s and lay 
leaders. '\ 

The recommendations have already withstood the most rigorous 
intellectual onslaughts and prevailed. They are fully 
def ens ible. 

The blueprint has r :~.~on~-:nended specific initiatives that have 
already begun enlisting significanc communal and private 
financial and other commitments . 

The investments alre~dy committed and ~hose to be made will 
lead to ~easurabla i ~pact . 

The initiatives to b~ undertaken speak to the needs and 
opportuniLies facing professionals and laymen , yo ung and 
ad~lt ~ews, nation~l and local institutions, formal and 
informal educacion, dnd all denominations . 

The Mandel Commissior. initiatives have already imparted a 
sense of hope and excitement about the fate of Jewish 
Education on this continent . Building o n strengths, a u~ited 
Jewish community knows it will have a tangible and histcric 
impacc on Jewish education and Jewish continuity. 

P. i.i avis 
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4/6 version with comments by HZ 

DRAFT 

Strategic Assumptions 
March 29, 1988 

At the outset, a number of assumptions can be posited 
surrounding almost any conceivable set of tangible outcomes 
based on the Commission's final report. For the sake of 
illustration, assume it is 2 1/2 years from now, about 6 months 
after the final report has been made public: 

The Commission has presented a "blueprint", not in t:he sense 
of one set of plans only, but rather of a connected set of 
outcomes and recommendations (perhaps alternatives, but 
surely an interwoven plan). Th~ blueprint clearly aims to 
protect, preserve and perpetuate the continuity of vibrant 
Jewish life in North America. 

The Commission blueprint already enjoys a broad level of 
national and communal acceptance . Based on the inclusive 
nature of the Commission membership and its task forces 
(which was bui:t upon during the two year study process) the 
Mandel Commission plan represents a private/communal 
partnership to improve Jewish Education in North America. 

The blueprint's recommendations are focused primarily on the 
issue of personnel -- professional educators and lay 
leaders. It will also lead to an improved climate in which 
Jewish education can thrive and attract and hold superior 
personnel. 

The recommendations have already withstood the most rigorous 
intellectual onslaughts and prevailed. They are fully 
defensible. 

The blueprint has recommended specific initiatives that have 
already begun enlisting significant communal and private 
financial and other commitments. 

)
A group is in place that will take a forceful, proactive 

\
{ IL,.~~ role in the implementation of the Commission's findings and 

\ .__/ recommendations. 

The investments already committed and those to be made will 
lead to measurable impact. 

The initiatives to be undertaken speak to the needs and 
opportunicies facing professionals and laymen, young and 
adult Jews, national and local institutions, formal and 
informal education, and all denominations. 
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The Mandel Commission initiatives have already imparted a 
sense of hope and excitement about the fate of Jewish 
Education on this continent. Building on strengths, a united 
Jewish community knows i~ will have a tangible and historic 
impact on Jewish education and Jewish continuity. 

P. Davis 
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Peny Davis .Associates, Inc. 
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017 • (212) 682-8484 

To: Morton L. Mandel 

From: Perry Davis 

Re: Update covering 3/1/88-4/15/88 

Date: April 17, 1988 

I. Tasks completed (following 3/24 meeting in Cleveland) . 

Meeting held with Schwartz, Rotman and Woocher. Names added 
to list of potential commissioners. First meeting discussed. 
Concept of Senior Policy Advisors approved. Minutes drafted, 
reviewed and final minutes distributed. 

Follow up discussions (one on one) between PD and Schwartz, 
Woocher and Rotman. 

-Commission goals and concept of private/communal 
partnership explored. 

-JESNA 2 year regional conferences will be coordinated 
with MINA. 

-Woocher will survey for data about other major 
foundation's PR in the area of Jewish Education. 

-Added name for Commission suggested by Schwartz -
Sheldon Beren (Torah Umesorah Chairman, Denver 
Businessman, Orthodox). 

-PD will attend JWB biennial (Rotman will consider 
targets of opportunity for MLM and PD ) . 

Discussions held between PD and Barry Holtz and Joseph 
Reimer. Both agree to serve as principal investigators . 

Update on general issues provided to Al Schiff 

Search for Assistant Commission Director and secretary 
launched. 

Commission's strategic assumptions drafted by PD and 
comments received from Zucker and MLM . 
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General data gachered (preliminary review) by PD . 

Cleveland Jewish Continuity project data reviewed . Meeting 
with J. Fox and M. Gurvis scheduled. Meeting in Cleveland 
also scheduled with D. Ariel . 

Perry Davis Associates/MAF agreement discussed and first 
draft sent to HZ. 

Tentative set of agenda items set for 4/22 meeting with MLM 

Contacts regularized: 

-with Hochstein (weekly, one hour phone meeting) 

-with Zucker and Levi (approx. every other day) 

-with S . Fox (via Hochstei~ weekly) face to face 
monthly 

-with Schwartz, Woocher and Rotman - phone or face to 
face every other week 

-with MLM, phone weekly, written reports every 2-3 
weeks, face to face in New York or Cleveland 
approximately every other week. 

Survey of major Jewish foundations completed by Margy Davis 
and submitted to HZ 

Draft revision of MINA Design Document completed. (To be 
reviewed). 

II. Tasks to be accomplished within :he next two weeks: 

Commissioner list finalized 

Phone and written invitations to commissioners 
(draft invitation letter completed) 

Redraft of MINA design document submitted for review 

Tencative agenda set for first Commission meeting 

Preliminary timetable set for MINA (90 days and full 
project) 

First major milestone date and possible subject set 

Task list set in preparation for first Commission meeting 
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PDA/MFA agreement finalized 

Additional staff interviews 

JWB Biennial attended (contacts made} 
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First set of meetings scheduled with Commission members 
(i.e. individual meetings involving cornmissioner and MLM and 
PD). New York meetings set. HZ suggestions for first 
meetings include: Berman, Mintz, Yanowitz, Wexner, Bronfman, 
Fisher. 

Series of interviews and meetings held by PD in Boston with 
various key individuals 

MINA kickoff PR issues considered. Tentative announcement 
date set. Elements of preliminary press announcement 
discussed and noted. 

Final decision on role of Foundation executives 

III. Comments 

Over the next two months the following goals should be 
achieved: 

Data gathered, significant gaps identified and progress made 
filling those gaps. 

Commission makeup finalized. 

First Commission meeting set, outcomes determined, agenda 
and presentations set. 

Plans begun for first key MINA deliverable. This should be a 
headline grabber and should occur by Fall 1988 . Momentum is 
crucial at the earliest possible stage of the Commission's 
work . An early "blockbuster" will confirm commission 
members" sense of commitment, keep them coming to future 
meetings and silence the likeliest criticism ("what do we 
need another study for? We need the money!") . 

Tentative set of milestones and timetable drafted (obviously 
subject to major revision) . 
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At this time it appears that the most significant 
achievement of the next 60 to 90 days will be che cementing of 
the MINA partnership . 

I n fact, MINA and the objectives o f improved Jewi s h 
education will most likely succeed on the strength, vitality and 
institutional nature of a series of partnerships : 

-between private foundations and givers and the organized 
Jewish Community . This includes communal fundraising and 
substantive structures -- CJF, JWB and JESNA and the 
federations, bureaus, and Ys and JCCs they represent. 
Another signi ficant part of thi s coJlUl'unal structure is the 
synagogue . While this partnershi p seems to be the strongest 
at this time it must not be taken f or g ranted. 

-between vari ous forms and f ormats of Jewish education : Day 
schools, supplementary education, family formats, informal 
variations, etc, etc. This partnership also encompasses a 
key link between adult/child and family education. 

-between home and school (classroom) 

-between the denominations 

- between the private foundations 

-between professionals and laypeople in general 

- particularly between Jewish educators as practitioners, 
lay leaders and scholars and other Jewish community 
professionals 
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-between the interests and leaders h ip involved in Jewish 
education in North America and similar leaders and interests 
in Israel 

-the most important partnership is that between MINA 
Chair/staff and the commissioners. MINA must elicit the 
strongest possible involvement of the commissioners , their 
firmest commitment in terms of time , money , readiness to 
i mplement findings , and their willingness to sound the 
clarion call for significant improvement in Jewish 
education and thus gain the attention and support of their 
colleagues throughout the Jewish Community. The Commission 
itself is not and should not be per ceived as either "window 
dressing" or a "rubber stamp" . 



AGENDA ITEMS 

April 19- 20, 1988 
Process 

General update 

Si:aff updai:e (tit l e for adjunct s,:aff, P.Is?) (Schiff?) 
(careful on MLM idea to use CJF, JESNA, JWB staff~ 

Expected deliverables (30-45 days) 

60-90 day timetable 

2 Year milestones and rough timetable 

MLM protection/ trouble shooting (Calls delayed) 
- Who is the MINA Inbar? (methodology guru) {larger staff 
role) 
- What education "hills" are left for 01:her Commissioner ' s 
to conquer (if MLM is king of the largest hill)? 
- How do we respond to the "just give us the money" argument 
{this includes the more dangerous position that there will 
be no "real" money at the end of the process and that the 
process itself is a money waster). 

How invescigative can the Commission be {issue of waste or 
fraud) . Shouldn't this be another filtering device? 
Hearings? 

Substance 

What are the most significant gaps in our knowledge? What 
areas, if explored by the Commission will be possible "eye 
openers" possibly leading to key action recommendations? 

P . R . Themes and i:iming . 
- why the commission (why Jewish educacion, and what is 
the link to Jewish survival and continuity?, Carmi's 
ideas) ( see strategic assumptions and revision of 
design document) 

Agenda for first meeting of Commission 

- how can the Commissioners feel that they are truly 
adding value to the process, that chey are choosing 
from divergent alternatives and truly giving guidance 
to the project? How are their alternatives going to be 
circumscribed so as to avoid undesirable outcomes? 
- materials for first meeting 
- presenters and presentations thrage on Cleve. Con 

Presumpcions about likely task forces 



Miscellaneous items 

By Friday P.M. MLM wants a final or close to final list of~\) 
Commission members, a sense of the agenda for the first p 
meeting (and intended outcomes), a short and medium 
timetable, options for the first milestone/deliverable and ~ 
subsequent ones. 

Holtz only here till July? Can he b~? 

Status of Ph.D. theses list? (Resnick) -
Status of Ed. Def. for design doc. 

other staff names raised: Ed Rauch, Aron, Banks, Susan 
Shebitz, Danny Sime, S. Cohen, Steven Brown (Phila . s. 
Schechter School), a Y.U. person, Chanan Alexander, W. 
Helmreich 

Role for Cleveland people like Bennett and Ariel 

Tucker at Carnegie 

Marketing (Jay Levenberg JWB) 

Story about the spread of Cleve. Continuity Project 

Who to see in Boston? (AH mentioned Schaffler and Reissman) 
----, 

Note JESNA two year series of regional meetings (final 
session could be MINA's) 

Neusner piece on Jewish Foundations? 
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Morton L. Ma ndel 
TO: __ ~Aur~t~b~1~1~r_.,.T_~N~a~pj,.l..Ca~r~sut~e~k.,__ __ _ 

NAMt 
FROM: Henry T 

NAMr 
DA TE: - -5+/~9+-/-8-8 ____ _ 

REPLY ING TO 
OFl•A'ITM(NTtfl~ANT L.OCATION YOUR MEMO OF: _ __ _ 

SUBJECT: 

We have been using several different names for the proposed North American 
Commission on Jewish Education. I believe we should develop an official name 
and use is c~nsistently. In addition to the_need for consistency in our use of 
a name, there are public relations considerations which need to be taken into 
account. 

Is this a question which the three of us can settle, possibly in consultation 
with Perry, or is this something we should take up with the senior policy 
advisors? 

72752 1s, s,11>n1Nrrn IN,;'• A 
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Morton L. Mandel 
TO: _ ___..A..,..r.._t ... b .... 1 ..... ir .......... ,J.___...._N""a'+p ..... a .... r ..... s,...t~e~k __ _ 

:'\,;AMC. 
FROM: Henry I. 

NI\Ml 

DA TE : __ 5
9

/ ...... 9~/.,_.8_.,8 ____ _ 

REPLYING TO 
OFPART'-'l[NT/PL,.ANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 
.. 

We have been using several different names for the proposed North American 
Commission on Jewish Education. I believe we should develop an official name 
and use is c9nsistently. In addition to the . need for consistency in our use of 
a name, there are public relations considerations which need to be taken into 
account. 

Is this a question which the three of us can settle, possibly in consultation 
with Perry, or is this something we should take up with the senior policy 
advisors? 

72752 (8/81) PRINTF(l IN U.S.A. 
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To: MLM 

From: PD 

Re: Talking points for Commission Invitations 

THE CONSORTIUM CONCEPT 

1 . The Commission is a policy facilitating mechanism - - a 
r oadmap builder. It is not primarily an implementation or 
funding ope r ation . It should not be portrayed as the "big 
picture" on J . Ed. 

2 . The most significant aspect o f the Commission is. and will 
be a s an arena for the formacion of strategic partnerships. 
These partnerships will only succeed if there is a "win-win" 
anticipacion, and outcome for us and the key commissioners. 
Eg. Mr . X's eduational emphasis or area of interest (Canada, 
or t r aining, for example) will, thanks to the facilitation 
of the Commission. gain valuable exposure, research supporc, 
and additional resource interests (other f oundations or 
giver s) as it in turn enlightens the commission on its 
pioneering work co date. Everyone wins . 

Also included in the partnership concept is a sense o f 
obligation. 

3 . Strengths and capacity already c reated are critical to the 
success of the endeavor. Without saying it , what's being 
said is that we're not taking over any educational "hill" 
already claimed nor will we monopolize the field. (Pe rhaps , 
the Commissioner being appointed can design a nd present 
his/her work to date to the full commission or a task f orce 
at an upcoming meeting . 

4 . All of this l eads to : 

An overall sense of increasing excitment about J . Ed. 

The right climate . 

Growing number of communal and private funding 
agreements to support various key components o f J . Ed. 
This is the perfect time to perfect this given the 
relatively new , significant pockets involved -- private 
funds and federation endowments. 

The best set of working partnerships. 

The best possible research telling us all where to put 
our money and get the best return on our investment . 



0 "'AEMIEA INOUSTAIAL COADOAATION 

0 ASSIGNMENTS 
D ACTIVE PROJECTS FUNCTION 

0 RAW MATERIAL 
D FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE 

73890 (REV 10186) PfttNTCI) IN USA 

ORIGINATOR 

INO. DESCRIPTION 

1. Need to finalize Commission and 
Senior Policy Advisors. 
~ 

a. Bronfman 
b. Grown 
C. Eizenstadt 
d. Jesselson ~ e. Shapiro 
f. w¢ter ~ :t 
g. Ackerm'a~ · ~ 
h . Arnow ? -Z. /..l-t?. ,.,. 

i. Mogulof w M i)µ,.,2t' µ,. ; 11 ~~.-- )
7 j. Evans 

k. Hiller -z: ~ v,,.'1,/ .; c . 
C o.,._J &1"' S 
Presidents of Higher Education 

a. Gottschalk 
b. Lamm 
C . Schorsh 

Senior Policy Advisors 
'\L-, t r~:...'"' ,_ J. s l I> ft' f 

2. Set Date for First Commission Meeting. 

3. 

4. Define Pre-Commission Meeting Tasks 
and Timetable . 

5. Define Commission Agenda. 

6. Set Date and Agenda for Senior Policy 
Advisors. 

ASSIGNED 
PRIORITY TO 

(INITIALS) 

AJN 

MLM 
MLM 
AJN 
MLM 
MlM 
MLM 
HLZ 
HLZ 
HLZ 
HLZ 
HLZ 

l } 
AJN 

Mill/ 
AJN/ 
HLZ 

HLZ 

AJN/ 
SF/ 
AH 

MLM/ 
HLZ 
AJN 

AJN 

DATE 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

l'>fC..W1 

5/20/88 

5/20/88 
and 

5/25/88 

5/18/88 

5/19/88 

S(I IWIAGE.1100 IWIUAI. POUC'I' 110. LS 
fOC QIIOOJNCI OIi Tlfl: COtoll'\£TIOII 

or nus FOUi ro1t I RJNCflOIIAI. salllKl!l. 

DATE 

COMPLETED 
DUE DATE OR REMOVED 

DATE 

6/3/88 

5/30/88 
5/30/88 
5/30/88 

5/25/88 

5/20/88 

5/25/88 

5/25/88 

6/15/88 

5/20/88 
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eye on the Commission's timetable , budget, PR plan, 
key goals and objectives. 

Tracking and naintaining contact with 
commissioners \as determined by the Director). 
Contacts will elicit feedback on the operations of 
the Commission, prepare for Commission meetings, 
and maximize meaningful involvement and support. 

Tracking and maintaining contact with interested 
publics and key organizations; "nurturing the 
partnerships". 

Serving as the Director's liaison with one or more 
task force~. 

Submission of confidential monthly evaluation 
reports to the Director. 

Drafting of or review of drafts of any internal or 
public material as requested. 

The above duties are submitted as a draft for your 
consideration. Please let me know if you ha\e any 
questions or suggestions . It is fine wi~h me if you 
choose to incorporate some of this language in our 
letrer of agreement. 

Sincerely, 

Q~ 
P~ avis 



Peny Davis Associates, Inc. 
535 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017 • (212) 682-8484 

To: Art Naperstek 

From: Perry Davis 

Date: May 31, 1988 

C O N F I D E N T I A L 

Re: May 25 meeting, follow-up items 

A number of issues raised during our discussions on May 25 
are worthy of some further trouble-shooting . Perhaps some of 
these items were raised and resolved with Seymour and Annette the 
next morning. Nevertheless, as we ended our meeting, and upon 
reflection the next day or so, the following issues came to mind, 
all related to our preparation for and the actual content of the 
8/1 meeting: 

• Source, veracity, and legitimacy of data to be presented on 
8/1 and thereafter. 

• Intended outcomes of the 8/1 meeting. 

• Flow and liveliness of the 8/1 meeting. 

I. Data :ssues 

During the last few months, I've found that the very issue 
of data collection, interpretation and presentation is as 
politically volatile as any of the substantive areas to be 
tackled by the Commission. 

The educational arena is obviously populated with analysts, 
scholars and academicians. Their stock in trade is information 
and data. Their careers and egos are bound up in the pursuit of 
data and most will contend that their version is better than any 
other version . Add to this the fact that 1) several national 
Jewish organizations (and university faculty and departments) 



are given grants and operating funds to produce reliable and 
definitive data, and 2) almost everyone agrees that in the field 
of Jewish education, much more is not known than is known. The 
result is a constant jockeying for some broader recognition and 
validation that one data collection source is superior to 
another. 

MINA, for better or worse, will be perceived as the 
ultimate authority on what is or isn't authoritative in the world 
of Jewish education- the ultimate contemporary Jewish version of 
the "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval". 

At later meetings, as task forces begin to generate 
independent data, various communal organizations including our 
first level partners - CJF, JESNA, and JWB as well as some of the 
academic institutions represented on the Commission will begin 
searching for early clues and findings that validate the work 
they have been doing and thus justify the continuation of this 
"MINA-approved" research or programming. Some of our 
Co:nmissioners and other friends will even listen for programs and 
organizations not mentioned as a sign of disfavor. The same 
holds true for foundations and lay leaders (Wexner, Bronfman, 
Gruss in particular) who will be attuned to any honorable mention 
or omission by a Commission as prestigious as Mort's. 

Inclusivity, due deference and magnaniroity will have to be 
the rules of protocol governing MINA meetings. And no matter how 
hard we try, I am certain that meetings will engender a residual 
sense by some that they, or their institutions, have been 
intentionally snubbed. 

Clearly, MINA can not be governed by constant fear of what 
will be said about it. Our job is not to produce a feeling of 
comfort about the state of Jewish education in North America. 
Quite the contrary. But being forewarned will benefit our work. 

For the first meeting, Woocher, Scwhartz and individuals 
like Gary Tobin at Brandeis will be paying close attention to the 
source and presentation of our threshold data on the current 
state of Jewish Education in North America. JESNA and CJF devote 
quite a bit of time and financial resources to collecting both 
educational and demographic data. What use we ~ake of this 
material at the outset of the MINA process will signal laymen and 
professionals alike of our future intentions. Carmi and Jonathan 
have as much as said this to me already. Jonathan called me on 
May 27, to indicate that he had heard about NATIV conducting a 
survey of senior educational staff for MINA and letting me know 
that JESNA was undertaking a similar project. "Can we 
coordinate?" he asked. Frankly, I'm not at all sure that his 
interpretation of what Annette is doing is accurate, but you see 
the concern. Carmi raised similar concerns. There is an 
undercurrent in all of this and Im not sure we can allow it to 
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remain below the surface or ignore it. 

Recommendation: for now let's discuss this over the phone in 
the next day or so and involve Seymour and Annette in any 
attempted solution. As they beqin data collection and preparation 
for the 8/1 meeting this issue should be resolved. lt can't be 
allowed to fester until our Senior Policy Advisory meeting in 
July - that will be too late. 

II. Intended Outcomes for 8/1 

1 . The commissioners should come away with a sense of 
inspiration about the process as unique, well timed and 
perfectly attuned to a seminal issue facing North American 
Jews - education as the key tool leading to Jewish 
continuity. They should feel a sense of pride in serving on 
the Commission. 

2. The commissioners should come away with new, significant 
and, to many, even startling information about the 
substantive issues. They should be clear about primary 
problems and opportunities. Above all they should understand 
what is still not known and how these gaps (to be fiiled by 
our own task forces) will inspire the most realistic 
recommendations for wise investment. This will counter most 
know-nothing arguments that claim "we already know what we 
need - money for x program(s) or y institutions(s)." 

3. The commissioners should leave with a desire to be active 
participants not simply occasional spectators for the next 
18 months to two years. They should realize that while the 
Commission will have obvious benefits to MLM and other key 
givers, benefits will also accrue to them as educators, 
scholars or lay leaders. Collectively, the group should see 
their participation as the preparation of a vital gift (a 
legacy) to the entire Jewish community and for generations 
to come. 

4. The pre-meeting interviews and MLM's remarks will emphasize 
the seriousness with which we take the individual and 
collective opinions of the commissioners. As ~he meeting 
progresses we will be coming to some critical forks in the 
road (both on process and substance), and the group (not 
Mort) will navigate. At the conclusion, a series of open 
items for future decisions must remain before the group -
their continued guidance via task forces and at full 
commission meetings has to be obvious to one and all. 

3 



III. Flow of the 8 / 1 Meeting 

Seymour is correct in nis assumption that the historic 
nature of our first meeting will provide a high level of 
excitement . Upon reflection, houeve1, I am concerned that this 
will not suffice, and that boredom or tedium may set in . Herman 
Stein's after lunch summary is one countermeasure. The use of 
some smaller group discussions as an option noted by Hank and 
Seymour is also helpful (Mort will have it in his "back pocket"). 
Some questions sill remain: 

One of the key contributors to the boredom factor is long 
winded presentations, how do we ensure brevity? How do we 
break up the day? 

Commissioners will have to be kept awa e, alive, surprised, 
engaged? Do we need a "star" like Cremin? What happened to 
our 'D'var Torah'? Do we still plan wall charts? Are there 
videos available for our purposes? 

How is the morning handled? Remember, three people are each 
presenting three separate items (their view of the 
partnership , their own resources, and some data). This will 
become lengthy, and perhaps confusing. How will audience 
discussion be handled? Maybe we should have only one of the 
three get into substance? 

What substantive areas do we raise in the morning? Wouldn ' t 
it be useful to highlight the open items, the gaps in our 
knowledge about Jewish education . 

The Comroission should begin with a common base of non
knowledge. This is critical before the meeting moves ahead 
to select task force areas for further study. It will also 
h~lp counteract the sense of some that the problems are 
obvious, that they are solved by massive doses of dollars 
and the time to administer these doses is now. 

Do we want a formal or informal but assured speaking role 
for any foundation reps or heads (eg. Bronfman, Wexner, 
etc.). Do we want to promise such presentations at the next 
meeting? Will it "keep" for a few months? Do we have similar 
time devoted to mini-presentations by other notables on the 
Commission (particularly scholars like Lamm, Gottschalk, 
Schorch, Green, Twersky, Lipset and others like Schiff and 
Greenberg). The argu~ent chat they will speak whether fte 
build chem in or not may be correct, but will not apply to 
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all. Mort may have to draw some out as the meeLing 
progresses . Seymour had suggested a list of notables who 
will be insulted because they haven't been i nvited to serve 
{these might be called upon to contribute at the task force 
level). Similar lists of key commissioners not invited to 
make formal presentations at meetings should also be 
compiled and roles built for them at future meetings. 
Between-meeting interviews will also help heal sore egos . 

Continuing on the issue of ego, do we really want Mort to 
name some commissioners duri ng his opening statement and not 
ochers? 

Many of these items deserve further thought and discussion 
over Lhe nexL few weeks particularly as the agenda is prepared 
and distributed, and as Mort s annotated agenda is put together 
for his review and for discussion with the Senior Policy 
Advisors . 

5 
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MASTER SCHEDULE CONTROL 
16392 I R£V, l2J1 '6) PRINT£0 tN u.s.A . 
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cc: Arthur J. Naparstek 
Virginia F. Levi '-" 

TO: __ ~M~o~r~t=o~n:.......:L~.--"M~a~n~d~e=l ____ _ 
NAMC 

OEPARTME:NT/PLAN'f LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: Henr y L. Zucker 
NAME 

DA TE: _ _,6...,/._1,_34/..,..8""8'-----

R EPL YI NG TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

Mel Mogulof tells me that he has resigned as director of the Kore t Foundation. 
His resignation is effective immediately, but he has agreed to stay on through 
September 30th at the latest, while the trustees are searching for a new 
director . In light of Mel's resignation, I did not invite him to serve on the 
Commission. 

There is a great deal of dissension among the trustees of the Koret 
Foundation. The attorney general of California has been checking out certain 
practices of trustees of the Foundation , and this could result in damaging the 
reputation of some of the trustees. There are different factions among the 
trustees, and they have conflicting ideas about what to emphasize in 
grantmaking and how to operate the Foundation. We will have 'to wait to see how 
things settle down in Koret before we know how to deal with them in the future. 

The status of foundation representation on the Commission now is as follows: 
Charles Bronfman, Lester Crown, Bob Hiller and Eli Evans have agreed to serve. 
Mona Ackerman (Riklis) has been approached and is considering participation. 
Leslie Wexner has not yet been approached. If he turns us down, I think we 
should consider inviting Maurice Corson. Bob Arnow has not yet been invited. 

72752 (8/ 81) IPRI NTED IN U.S.A. 
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TO: Virginia F. Levi 
NAMC 

DEPAqTMEN1 /PLA.N"T LOCATtON 

FROM: __ Ar_t_h_u_r_J __ . _N_ap_a_r_s_t_e_k _ _ _ 

::~ACRTMENl~ ON 
DA TE: _ _ 7_/2_5_/_8_8 ___ _ 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

We need to fax Mll1 speech to Art Rotman. His fax at vacation is 914-2545051. 
You may want to check his office to see if he is there. 

Also, Ben Yanowitz and Bill Berman should get advanced drafts of talk. 
Indicate that this is still a draft but may help them in putting their remarks 
together. 

72752 (8/8 1 ) PRINTED IN U.~ I-



7/29/88 DRAFT 

Two separate letters to Steve Ain, Toronto Federation 
John Fishel, Montreal Federation 

Dear Steve - John: 

You were good enough to suggest possible Canadian participants in our 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America. We consulted two other 

people and then ran the names past Charles Bronfman. 

I thought you might like to see the list of persons who are now serving on 

the Commission which held its first meeting on August 1st in New York 

City. We expect to have four to six meetings over a period of the next 

eighteen months or so and hope to come out of this with good practical 

recommendations for the improvement of Jewish education in North America. 

As you know, we are working in close cooperation with JWB and JESNA, and 

in collaboration with the CJF. Several major foundations are represented 

on the Commission. It is our hope that, if the Commission ~erforms as we 

expect it to, its recommendations will have a serious consideration of the 

Jewish education establishment and of funding sources. 

Warm regards. 

Cordially, 

HENRY L. ZUCKER 
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Draft For Discussion - September 14, 1988 

THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

SUGGESTED NORMS FOR ALL COMMISSION DOCUMENTS 

At the debriefing sessions following the first Commission meeting, the planning 
group agreed that it might be useful to set down agreed-upon norms to guide the 
preparation and presentation of all papers to be written for the Commission. 

Scope 

The following materials are involved: 

a. Documents for the Commissioners - e.g. the data pages for the first 
commission meeting. 

b. Staff research papers - e.g. the background paper on which the data pages 
were based; the personnel document to be prepared for the second meeting: 
the "map" of Jewish education, etc ... 

c. Commissioned research - if and when needed and decided upon. 

d. Policy papers for the Commissioners . e.g. Summary of interviews; options' 
paper. 

e. All future publications of the Commission, e.g. "Best Practice" document. 

Our purpose is to reach agreement, and some amount of uniformity , as to the 
Method by which documents are prepared, the Level of ·social science th£nking 
and research involved, and guidelines for the written presentation of 
documents. 

Rationale 

The need for such agreement arises from two peculiarities of our work: 

** Materials are being prepared by different people in separate and distant 
locations. This makes it harder to ensure adequate communication of 
expectations and of the anticipated depth, reliability, and validity of the 
background work. 

** Ours is a multi-disciplinary endeavor. The unifying factor is the policy 
orientation of the Commission. This requires methodological agreement on the 
use of Social S,cien<?e research for policy making. and on the applicable 
research norms. 1 
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The major challenge facing research for public policy is to strike a correct 
balance between the research needs and the inherent characteristics of the 
decision-making world. Chief amongst these are time limitations (Commissioners 
will not wait to take their decisions); limitations of resources (what are 
adequate and relevant research parameters); and the need to translate policy 
questions into social science questions - and then to translate social science 
findings back into policy-relevant language. 

Some guidelines 

These guidelines do not presume to relate to the individual methods of 
research, data-gathering, analysis and scientific reporting of the 
researchers. Rather they come to deal with one common aspect of all the 
Commission work. 

1. All materials prepared for the Commission - irrespective of their depth or 
breadth - should represent state-of-the-art knowledge. 

2. The use of state-of-the-art methods appropriate to policy-oriented research 
should be encouraged. Polling methods of various kinds (e.g. delphi) 
should be considered - as a means of involving some or all Commissioners 
and various publics in the analytic process and the learning that will lead 
to recommendations. 

3. Every paper prepared should fit within the overall workplan and research 
design for the Commission. 

4. The methodology used in the preparation of materials should be disclosed -
preferably before the paper is written - for critique by the planning 
group. 

5. Consultations with the top experts in the various fields of relevance is 
probably our most effective means to overcome the time constraints inherent 
in the Commission work, while maintaining the quality level we seek. In 
order to ensure state-of-the-art knowledge, no materials will be circulated 
beyond the planning group before the author has the opportunity to consult 
with experts, either individually or in group meetings. Hopefully, as work 
progresses, a group of experts may be identified for ongoing consultation. 

6. In each case, we will decide who is the relevant audience for the 
document. Documents for the Commissioners must be prepared with the 
following elements in mind: 

* The pluralistic nature of the Commission requires awareness of the diverse 
sensitivities amongst Commissioners. Is the document likely to offend such 
sensitivity? If yes, is it a necessary and worthwhile price t .o pay? 
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* The presentation should meet the requirement of very intelligent, very busy 
lay-people. 

7. We may decide to allocate oversight responsibility for these various 
elements to different members of the planning group. 

1. There is extensive literature on these topics. The following article may 
be useful: 

James Coleman: "Policy Research in the Social Sciences", 1972, General 
Learning Corporation. 
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A Cautionary Note on the Personnel Agenda 

Introduction 

September, 1988 

Observers of the field of Jewish education in North America are moved 
to press for the agenda of personnel on the basis of three common 
observations. 

1. Each year there are insufficient numbers of teachers to fill 
the classroom assignments in Jewish schools. 

2 . The level of training of those who work as teachers and senior 
educators is below what we would expect for quality performance by 
professionals. 

3. In the field there is not a clearly demarcated ladder of 
promotion by which to plan a long-term career, and hence people do not 
think of Jewish education as offering professional career possibilities. 

The purpose of this short paper is not to argue against the validity 
of these observations or the logical response that personnel needs to be 
a crucial agenda for this field. Rather, I wish to suggest that even the 
finest campaign to recruit, train and retain professional personnel for 
Jewish education may still leave unanswered one of the crucial questions 
facing the field: What is to be the future of synagogue-based 
"supplementary education"? 

***** ***** ***** 
To review the data presented at the first Commission meeting on the 

use of Jewish educational facilities in the United States: 1. a majority 
of Jewish school-age children are not enrolled in Jewish schools; 2. of 
those enrolled, a vast majority attend supplementary schools; 3 . a 
growing minority attend day school during the early grades; 4. there is a 
great drop-off in use after age 13 in all Jewish schools; 5. informal 
Jewish education is most popular during the adolescent years, but reaches 
only a minority of eligible youth. 

Looking at changes in enrollment over the past 20 years, we see that 
day school education, and more recently pre-school education, are growth 
areas in this field, while supplementary schools are in decline. (We do 
not know about changes in informal education.) Thus we face a paradoxical 
situation. The most intensive form of Jewish education - day schools - is 
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succeeding and expanding, while the less intensive form - the 
supplementary schools - is contracting. These trends seem to predict a 
greater over-all educational achievement. But insofar as growth in day 
schools is corning from the declining enrollments in supplementary schools , 
the total picture remains essentially unchanged: the majority of eligible 
students still attend neither day nor supplementary schools. 

Looking at these enrollment figures and thinking about a campaign to 
recruit, train and retain professional Jewish educators leads me to wonder 
if newly trained personnel would not be absorbed primarily by the two 
expanding markets in Jewish education - day schools and pre-schools. 
After all , that is where potentially new, full-time jobs are likely to be 
available and where educators are most likely to gain the most 
professional satisfaction . If an educate~ can wo~k in a school-setting 
that provides educational services that parents and children actually 
want , why choose to work in supplementary schools where the work is part
time and the demand for quality-educational services is only half-hearted? 

That well-trained personnel may be drawn primarily to day and pre
school education is not an argument against the personnel agenda. It is a 
blessing to have expanding markets, and we know there is a terrible 
shortage of Jewishly-educated professionals to teach and administrate in 
these settings . Preparing a next generation of educators for day schools 
and pre-schools is a pressing agenda item; but it does leave unanswered 
the question of supplementary schools and their future. 

***** ***** ***** 

Looking at the minutes from the first Commission meeting, we find 
three responses to the question of supplementary education . The first two 
are indirect responses while the third is more direct. 

1. There are commissioners who advocate "adding strength to 
strength. " This code language for supporting day school and informal 
education in place of the weaker sister - supplementary education . Not 
surprising, this position has its ~learest advocates among the Orthodox 
who as a movement have taken an unequivocal stand by placing their chips 
on day schools, camps and Israel programs. 

2. There are commissioners who favor support for informal 
education - be it Israel programs , Hillel on campus or media in homes . 
This position looks to the edges of the larger field to find pockets of 
excitement upon which to expand. It in effect says that the core 
institution is not worth re-building and we ought to invest in what can 
replace or augment it . 

3 . There are commissioners who say we need a "differentiated" or 
"comprehensive" approach that does not abandon the supplementary schools 
while yet also investing in day schools, pre-schools and informal 
education . 

In summary, while no commissioner comes out and says "abandon the 
supplementary schools," two of the three positions advocate non-support, 
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while the third argues only for "non-abandonment ." What support there is 
for supplementary schools is pragmatic, part of a comprehensive view . We 
are a long way from the days when people sung the praise of these schools 
or even defended them (as only one commissioner did) as a complement to 
support for public school education . 

If the major supplier of Jewish educational services has been in 
decline in terms of enrollments , has been evaluated negatively by recent 
research studies (such as Schiff's New York study) and has little suppor t 
among the commissioners , then why not come out openly and call for either 
its end or i ts overhaul? While I understand there may be political 
reasons for not openly addressing this question, I fear that this 
commission will politely side step the issue by focussing on other 
issues - as important as they may be - and miss the opportunity to go to 
the~ institution and make clear recommendations as to its future . My 
contention is that focussing even on the issue of personnel will largely 
be an evasion of this central question, for well-trained professional 
educators will not be drawn to working in supplementary schools. 

SGhool 
Is the synagogue - based supplementary~beyond hope (or in Max 

Fisher's words, a waste of money)? Two years ago I wanted to find out for 
myself and decided to teach in a graduating class of a supplementary 
school in a conservative synagogue in suburban Boston . It had been years 
since I had done it and wanted to taste it first hand . I discovered what 
I could have read in Schoem's ethnographic report or Schiff's recent 
survey: the children had switched off their minds long ago and the 
parents were holding their breath until the liberation of the last be l l. 
I was told by parents , administrator and rabbi alike that I had done a 
great job, but as a teacher, I felt demeaned and wanted never to go back . 
Yet the kids were bright and likeable as individuals , and the parents , 
whom I got to know through a parent education course , were genuinely 
committed to Jewish continuity. How, I wondered, given my level of 
training , the commitment of the parents and the best intentions of the 
school administration , had my teaching turned out to be so horrible an 
educational experience? 

I spent much of last year trying to answer this question by comparing 
this synagogue school with others in the Boston area that had reputations 
as work i ng more effectively. Working with a team of Brandeis students , I 
came up with a tentative list of variables that distinguished the more 
effective schoo l s (measured subjectively). Surprising, the variabl es had 
more to do with the synagogues and congregations that with the schools per 
se. We found that schools worked best when: 

1. the rabbi was visibly involved with Jewish education; 

2. the rabbi and head educator (usually principa~) worked well together 
as a team; 

3 . the team had some stability and had earned over years the trust 
of the congregants ; and 
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4 . the team actively involved the lay congregants in decision - making 
and in their own Jewish education. 

In brief, the schools were reflections of the congregations , and when 
the congregation worked well as a cohesive community for adults, the 
school worked well for the children as well. Without the cohesion in the 
adult community, and especially among the rabbi, the principal and the lay 
leadership, the school worked less well even when money was invested and 
good staff were hired. 

This small study left me more hopeful and confirmed a point which has 
been made most powerfully by Barry Shrage. It is not the supplementary 
school that anchors religious education for the "average" American Jewish 
family , but rather the congregational synagogue . One avenue to explore 
further is what Foundations and Federations can do - through seed grants, 
etc . - to promote the health of congregational life so that the 
educational functions which flow from the synagogue - including not only 
schools, but also programs in informal education , adult education and 
outreach to the unaffiliated - can function with more spirit and 
effectiveness . 

In conclusion , I am arguing against abandoning the congregational 
school. I above all am contending that the question of its future needs 
to be explicitly addressed by the Commission. I believe the personnel 
agenda is not the best way to address this question. The personnel agenda 
is a reform from the top down (from the university & foundation down to 
the community), while perhaps the most crycial issue 
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TO: COLIBAGUES AND FRIENC6 

F'Rai: PAUL A. fl.EXNER 

FOR YOUR INFORMATION 

RE: RECRUI'IMENT AND TRAINING ISSUES IN JEWISH ID.JCATION 

D..lring the past few weeks I have been a participant or convener of 
several meetings that have focused on personnel issues in Jewish 
education. 'Ihe following notes provide a Sl.lllll'l\arY of the issues 
and questions raised. In order to prorrcte further discussion, I 
invite your comments and suggestions. Follow- up meetings are now 
being scheduled which, hopefully, will continue the momentum for 
moving ahead. 

Let me begin by listing the meetings that I have attended: 

Personnel Directors of the CJF, JWB and JESNA with a 
representative from the Wexner Foundation 

Ad Hoc cormri.ttee on Recruitment and Training 
Placement Directors of ECA, JEA, NATE and CJE/JESNA 
National Board of License 
Personnel Directors of Central Agencies of Jewish F.ducation 

'Ihroughout all of the neetings questions were raised about what we 
know. Since there were many more questions than answers, it is 
obvious that our first concern is with gathering inforniation about 
the profession. Once the inforniation is available, we will be 
able to address the issues with facts and details as background. 
'Illus, our first task will be to gather as much infomation as we 
can. 

Who are we? 
Who are our professionals - a profile? 
What are the turn over rates? 
How many true full time positions are there? 
Where are they, what are the salaries and benefits? 
How are salaries detennined? 
What is the relationship between salaries and credentials? 
What personnel surveys have been done in the past few years 

and which ones are orx;Joing or projected? 
Who compensates teachers for professional growth (how much 

and for what)? 
What local data systems for tracking teachers are being used 

by local agencies? 

1 



Projects and Opportunities 
What projects for recruiting and training teachers, both 

experimental and ongoing, are taking place? Hew 
successful are they? 

What professional growth opportunities exist in the lcx:::al 
corranuni ties - courses, workshops, etc ..• ? 

What funds are available for teacher recruibnent and 
training - federations, foundations, lcx:::al agencies ••. ? 

Relationships and Issues 
What is the relationship between the lcx:::al agencies and 

their federations? 
How do local boards of license fLµ'"lci:ion? 'Are they limited 

to licensing issues? 
What guidelines exist for local boards of license? 
How do criteria differ between the local boards? 
How do issues in the Jewish connnunity capture the public 

mind - become front and center on the cormnunity ' s 
agenda? 

'lllese are only some of the questions that need answers. If, after 
reading this memo, you have additional questions, please forward 
them to me in New York. r:uring the coming months, I will be 
developing mechanisms for gathering more of this .important data. 

With the questions as a backdrop, let me turn to the issues that 
were raised in the various discussions and the related ideas that 
evolved which might provide direction for our future projects . To 
begin with, one thought came through loud and clear - for years we 
have been talking about the problems in Jewish education, now it 
is time to do something about it. In other words, let 's stop the 
talk and begin the action. 

'!here is no simple way to itemize the suggestions and ideas that 
arose from the discussions other than to simply provide short 
statements about them. 'Ille following Sl.Jlrata1:Y hopefully touches 
the key areas, but not necessarily in any particular order. 

Attitudes 
* Educators feel the crisis but do the lay leaders and 

federation professionals? help them to develop 
ownership. 

* Develop a fresh action plan based upon the data. 
* Become proactive rather than reactive in addressing the 

issues. 
* can we simplify the problem - "Quality of the Product" -

make it irrnnediate. 
* Emphasize the micro successes rather than the macro 

failures . 
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* Develop an action plan aimed at capturing the "public mind" 
of the corram.mity. 

'Ihlngs to D'.:) 

* loosely coordinate the experiments - send out descriptions 
through publications like Trends, Pedagc:gic Reporter, 
and. the newsletters of the educator organizations and. 
fe:ierations . 

* Develop serious writing projects about what is happening in 
the personnel area, the problems, the pilot projects, 
the plans for the future, etc ..•. 

* Funnel foundation dollars into the experimental projects. 
* Re:iefine the issue from that of a teacher shortage to the 

need for a different type of teacher/e:iucator - family 
educator, infonnal e:iucator, etc ...• 

* Utilize the Federations and. national ideolc:gical movements 
to spread the word. 

* Develop a pattern of projects with 15 to 20 examples 
indicating that "things are changing" or "have changed" . 

*Setup a major national Task Force with experts from the 
field of social change. 

* Utilize the Jewish Satellite Network. 
* Replicate the national Jewish teacher census. 
* Produce a 30-40 page profile of the Jewish teacher. 
* Utilizing the think tank approach, develop futuristic 

models - "If we could create the ideal, what would it 
be?" 

*layout the future with lay and professional leaders, 
interfacing with the Mandel Corranission, the We)mer 
Foundation, etc . . • 

*Setup a national fund for communities to draw upon with 
their projects that are aimed at meeting the needs. 

* Utilize the secular press to highlight the issues rather 
than "just" the Jewish press. Let the world know that we 
share the same issues with the rest of the society. 

* Develop an out-Placement mechanism to guide those who 
have not succeeded. 

* Ten percent of the funding for Jewish education is 
communal - develop action plaru; for influencing the 
other ninety percent. 

* Simplify and make it "Immediate". 

NEXT STEPS 

All of this talk during the past few weeks has been wonderful. We 
have begun to address the issues. Now we must expand our base to 
include all of the parties that share our concerns. We need to 
create the mechanism through which "they" can buy into the system 
of changes. Who are these parties? May I suggest that the 
following stake holders should be included: 
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* Federation lay and professional leadership - nationally and 
locally. 

* National ideolCXJical movement lay and professional 
leadership. 

* National and regional Rabbinic leadership. 
* Seminaries and other academic institutions. 
* Central agency lay and professional leadership. 
* Leadership of all Jewish educator organizations. 
* Foundation leaders . 

There are many valuable ideas included in this reterial. We 
certainly have the basis for creating an agenda for the future. 
It is now up to us to begin to act. With these thoughts as a 
backdrop, the question is "how do we begin?" Perhaps the best 
first step at this point is to gather all of the available 
information together and to create a linkage between the 
institutions currently operating in this area. 

JESNA Is IDIE 

JESNA is prepared to serve as a coordinating body for these 
initiatives and communications to the extent that this is desired 
and feasible . In this capacity, JE.SNA can maintain information at 
a central location which will be available to all on a 'need to 
Jmow' basis. In fact, we are already in the process of gathering 
some of the data ( see listing below) • At all times the input of 
all stake holders will be sought as we move to the next step in 
the information gathering process. 

The infonnation currently being gathered includes : 
* Background data on Administrative Personnel in Jewish 

education. 
* Census data on all schools in North America together with 

Hebrew University 
* Salary schedules from local c.armm.mities for teachers -

where they exist 
* Details on professional development programs sponsored by 

the local communities 
* Data about pilot projects in teacher recruitment and 

training 

In addition to acting as an information gathering agent , JE.5NA is 
also working with the National Board of License as it goes through 
the process of analyzing the standards and systems being utilized 
in the teacher licensing program. A study is in progress which 
will guide the Board in adjusting the system to better meet the 
needs of the community at large. 

There are several i.rnp:,rtant studies being undertaken by local 
cammunities around the country which are of interest to all of us . 
Working closely with these communities, JE.5NA will assist in the 
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dissemination of the data gathered . JESNA is also encouraging 
other communities to undertake similar studies of their teaching 
personnel utilizing the instnnnents already developed. By closely 
monitoring the personnel studies and, in particular, by 
encouraging the replication of the same study in a variety of 
communities both large and snall, we should be able to develop a 
much better profile of who we are dealing with and how to best 
meet the needs of the community. 

OIHER ACTIVITIES 

In another area, plans are now being formulated for a series of 
networking meetings in October or November, 1988 . 'Iwo of the 
groups have already been identified - the personnel directors of 
the various central agencies and the National Boa..rd of Lice.'lSe. A 
third group, the placement directors, have already established a 
schedule of meeting two to three times a year. other groups that 
also meet regularly with JESNA staff input are the Bureau 
Directors and representatives of the academic institutions. 

Other activities which have already been initiated include: 
* A major Commission on Jewish F.ducation being jointly 

sponsored by the Mandel Foundation of Cleveland, the 
JWB and JESNA. 

* A proposal for In-service Teacher Training involving a 
consortium of academic institutions in both North 
America and Israel. 

* A proposal for a Clearing House on Careers in Jewish 
F.ducation to be established by JESNA. 

In summation, many activities and initiatives have already 
started. If we are to succeed in addressing the issues at hand, 
we must work together as a profession and as a community. We can 
legitimately say that the future of the Jewish community in North 
America is in our hands . We have the responsibility to provide 
guidance and leadership to the process of developing a strong and 
viable educational system that will continue to produce l eaders 
for future generations. By joining forces in a coordinated 
effort, we will be able to meet the challenges that lie ahead. 

RECRUI'IM.MEM 
7-20- 88 
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TO: ___ A_r_t_h_u_r_J_._N_a~p_a_r_s_t_e_k __ _ I FROM: __ H_e_n_r-=-y_L_._z_u_c_k_e_r ___ _ DA TE: -----=-9 /_1_9'-/8_8 ___ _ 
NAMC NAME 

REPLYING TO 
DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

A few thoughts about priorities for the Commission: 

The number of topics which are potential sources of treatment by the Commission 
is so vast that a practical approach by the Commission necessitates zeroing in 
on the key issues. We can tip our hats to the others so that people see that 
we haven't overlooked them. I would see our Commission report organized in 
something of the following fashion: 

1. A first section to describe the current condition of formal and informal 
Jewish education in historical perspective, and to produce case examples of 
successes, stating what are the common elements in successes and the chief 
causes of failures. This section should wind up with our vision of the 
field of Jewish education in the year 2000. 

2. The second section would be a comprehensive discussion of the personnel 
situation, personnel being the key to improvement of the field. This 
section would discuss the shortage of personnel , the relatively low 
quality, the need to develop a career line to attract and keep qualified 
personnel, our aspiration to create a profession of teaching in Jewish 
schools, the training centers, and a statement of what is needed to attract 
and hold personnel. In general, we would tell American Jewry what is the 
condition of Jewish education personnel and what must be done to improve 
it. 

3. The third section would discuss community aspects of the problem. How are 
we organized now to promote Jewish education? What changes are needed? 
How can we bring the very top lay leadership into the field? How to make 
certain that the Jewish community accepts the prime importance of Jewish 
education? What funds are needed and what are the sources of these funds. 
What responsibility will the Commission take to carry this message to the 
sources of funding? 

4. The fourth section would make it clear that the Commission cannot treat all 
the important subjects relating to Jewish education. Possibly we should 
list those subjects worth studying in the post-Commission period, maybe 
with a brief description of the current situation and the nature of a study 
which would be helpful. This would partially be a reprise of the first 
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Arthur J. Naparstek Page 2 

section which makes it clear that the Commission has selected the universal 
problems for discussion and action (personnel, community responsibility) 
and that such other important issues as curriculum, how to teach, judging 
between day schools and afternoon and Sunday schools, judging the relative 
importance of concentrating on specific age groups, etc. are subjects very 
definitely worth study and action, but belonging to other forums. 

If we can agree soon on the general thrust of our eventual Commission report, 
it should help us to assign the preparation of the initial reports to the 
appropriate consultants, and to avoid a lot of unnecessary work in areas we 
have decided lie outside of our work. 
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TO: Arthur J. Naparstek DATE: 9/20/88 
N AME 

REPLYING TO 
DEPARTMEN T/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF : _ __ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Should we add one more section to our projected final report of the Commission, 
namely a discussion of the day school movement and the supplementary school, 
(or as Reimer cal ls it , the congregational school)? This would be an analysis 
of the current situation in each area, giving it historical perspective, and 
projecting developments in the next 5-10 years. Here is a good place to tell 
of the success stories, what works, what doesn't work. A statesman-like 
section on this subject would be very encouraging for both advocates of the day 
school and the advocates of the supplementary school, provided that the 
positive possibilities are emphasized. 
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David s. Ariel 
October 4, 1988 

North American Commission on Jewish Education 
Proposal on Approaches to Training Issues 

1. Historical Importance of Jewish Educational Personnel 
"It is customary in each general assembly of Jewish 
leadership to examine the by-laws governing the affairs of 
the community in general and in detail. The first and most 
important among them concerns support for education." 
(Regulations of the Na tional Jewish Council of Lithuania 
(1623-176 4] ). 

2. Definition of Problem of Personnel: a picture of the 
personnel issue in North America based on studies by the 
Jewish Agency, Bank and Aron, JESNA and others . 

3. Review of Literature: A review of the recent studies on 
personnel in Jewish education and the state of research 
(Fishman 1987; Cohen and Wall, 1987; Schiff et. al, 1987 ; 
Chazan, 1988; Brandeis Conference on Professionalization , 
etc . ) 

4. Training Institutions: A review of the types of training 
institutions , a summary of the enrollments by institutions 
and follow up on placement of graduates ; cons ideration of 
the strengths and weaknesses of each institut ional genre; 
preliminary description of each institution. 

A. Denominational Seminaries 

Yeshiva University 
Jewish Theological Seminary 
Hebrew Union College 
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College 

B. Colleges of Jewish Studies 

Spertus College of Judaica 
Boston Hebrew College 
Cleveland College of Jewish Studies 
Baltimore Hebrew University 
Gratz College 

C. University Programs 

Brandeis University 
McGil l University 
Others 



7 . Educational Positions: What are the positions for which 
~rsonnel are being trained, where training is provided. 
What are the new whichare not be1nq trained and 

. Strate ic cons1 era ions: 
differentiation, prioritization. 

A. Preschool and Early Chi l dhood Programs 

Educational Director 
Teachers 

8. Elementary Day School 
Educational Director 
Teachers 

C. Elementa ry Supplementary School 
Educational Director 
Teachers 

D. Day Hi gh School 
Educational Director 
Teachers 

E. Supplementary High School 
Educa tional Director 
Teachers 

F. College Programs 
G. Adult Education Programs 
H~ Jewish Communi ty Centers 

Summer Camp ing Programs 
Retreat Centers 
Youth Activity Programs 

I. Congregations 
Family/ Parent Educator s 

J. Community Specialists 
Curriculum Spec iali sts 

8. Institutional Issues 

A. What types of training are needed? Is there one 
generic program or must there be specialized programs 
such as denominational programs , day school, 
supplementary, etc.? (See preliminary report of 
Associati o n of Institutions of Higher Learning in 
Jewish Education) 

B . What types of institutions s hould provide this 
training? What is the role of seminaries, colleges of 
Jewish studies and university programs? What sort of 
change is needed within these institutions? 

9. Related Issues 

A. Is the creation of a national network of special 
purpose institutions feasible ? To what extent are the 

approaches to training denominational , national or 
loca l? How many such institutions are needed? 



5. Literature on Professional Training: What are the 
elements of a profession and how how do these elements 
relate to Jewish education? Should professionalization be a 
goal? Should there be differentiation between 
professionalizat ion and avocational training? 

~,~~~ A. The authority of the profession derives from 
~ ~ dependence upon the knowledge and competence of the 
\I~~ profession and the legitimacy or validity of its 
~ interpretations of reality ("persuasive claim to 

cultural I authority") . (Fi rs t problem in Jewish 
ducation is that Jewish educators lack a persuasive 

__. claim to cultural authority. This is due to the 

1 .,_\ ~ 1..t~ ambiguous relation of Jews to Judaism. J _ ~~,1, 

)~ y ~ ~' 
~ . Authority signifies the possession of some status, quality 

VN or claim that compels trust or obedience . (Steven Lukes, 
~J). -L~· "Power and Authority") ( status for Jewish educators cannot 
<.P~"""':r be improved through salaries and benefits. Improved 
~ compensation is the r.esult of increased status . Thus, the 

key to improving status is to create a persuasive claim to 
authority f or Jewish educators. Jewish education must first 
address the issues of dependence and legitimacy.} 

The acceptance of authori ty signifies a "surrender of 
private judgment" and the acceptance of the superior 
competence of the professional.(Paul Starr, Social 
Transformation of Ameri can Medi c ine) [The authority of a 
Jewish educator is based, in part, on superior competence in 
Jewish knowledge but must also be basP.d on dependence upon 
t hat knowledge. In what way are Jews "dependent" upon the 
knowledge of Jewish educa tors? How is Jewish knowledge 
indispensable?] 

6. Training Issues in Jewish Education 

A. Professional Issues 

Recruitment 
Training (Preservice) 

(Inservice) 
Placement/ Hiring 
Compe nsation and Benefits 
Retention 
Professional Growth and Development 

B. Institutional Issues 

Mission and Purpose (Specialized or General) 
Resources (Faculty, Students, Finances) 
Institutional Outcomes and Effectiveness 



. . 

B. What is the best way to address the needs of smaller 
communities? 

C. How can the cadre of university faculty in Judaic 
studies be of benefit to this area? 

D. How can a persuasive claim to cultural authority for 
Jewish education be established? 
E. What i s the proper role of I s rael i n e ducator 
training? 

10. A Process for exploring the i ssues 

A. Consultation amo ng Senior Policy Advisors 

B. Consu ltation with appropriate Commission Members 
(Lee, Elkins, Green, Bieler, Schiff, Lamm, Schorsch , 
Twersky, etc) 

C: . Consulta tion with members of the Association of 
Institutions of Higher Learning in Jewish Education and 
other appropriate bodies involved in training (e.g. 
Wexner Foundation Ins titutional Grants Program) 

D. Devel o p ment of Draft Docume nt o n tra ining pe r sonne l 
in Jewish education for cons iderati on 

main \ wo r d \ t raining.doc 



Perry Daris~es, Inc. 
25 West 45th Street, New York, NY 10036 • (212) 840-1166 

October 11, 1988 

Mr . Morton L. Mandel, Chairman and CEO 
Premier Industries 
4500 Euclid Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

Dear Mort: 

I hope that things are going well with the 
Commission. The Jerusalem Post article was most 
interesting. 

OCT 13 1988 

Although we really didn't have an opportunity for 
the support arrangement we worked out in the attached 
letter to develop properly, my understanding from Art 
late in August is that there would be no further need 
for my services. In light of that conversation, I wanted 
to make things official and this letter serves as a 
formal notice of the termination of our agreement. 
I will miss working with the Commission. 

One request. I recall a number of lengthy meetings 
here in New York and in Cleveland about a year before I 
began to work with you officially. My sense of symmetry 
and I hope your sense of fairness leads me to suggest 
one more get together now that our formal collaboration 
is over. May we meet for lunch or breakfast at your 
convenience the next time you are in New York? 

Sincerely, 

Perry Davis 
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4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

Telephone: 216/ 391-8300 

Commissioners 
Morton L. M:mdel 
Chairman 
Mona Riki is Ackerman 
Ronald Appleby 
David Arnow 
Mandell L. Berman 
Jack Bieler 
Charles R. Bronfman 
John C. Colman 
Maurice S. Corson 
Lester Crown 
David Dubin 
Stu3rt E. Eizenm1t 
Joshua Elkin 
Eli N. Evans 
Irwin S. Field 
Mo . ..: M. Fisher 
Alfr~,J Gotcschal k 
ArthurGr~n 
Irving Greenb<!rg 
Robert I. Hiller 
David Hirschhorn 
C:irol K. lng:ill 
Ludwig Jessclson 
Henry Koschltzky 
MarkLainer 
Norman Lamm 
S:iraS. L~ 
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Haskel Lookstein 
Robert E. Loup 
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Florence Melton 
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Lester Pollack 
Charles Rotner 
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Harriet L Rosenrhol 
Alvin L Schiff 
Lionel H. Schipper 
Ismar Schorsch 
Horold M. Schulweis 
Doniel S. Shapiro 
Margaret \YI. Tishmon 
Isadore Twersky 
Bennett Yanowirz 
Isaiah Zeldin 

Senior Policy Advisors 
David S. Ariel 
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Stephen H. Hoffman 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Anhur Rocman 
Carmi Schwartz 
Herman D. Stein 
Jonathan Wooche-r 
Henry L Zucker 

Director 
Arthur J. Napamek 

Staff 
Rachel M. Gubir: 
Virginia E Levi 
Joseph Reimer 
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Ruth Reid & Company 
· Communications. Unpuzzled. 

Hoyt BlocR • 700 W. St Clair Avenue, Suite 320 • Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
Telephone: (216) 781-6010 
November 4, 1988 

·' 

Art ... I ' m glad you have an eagle eye --- there iS-.a mistake 
1 ~~ ~ on· the printing estimate we sent . One qf my assistants 

assumed the prices. not~d should . be applied to_ the _~etter~ead 
and envelope separately when in reality they/ include~~~ot -~ 
The revised quote is noted below. Sorry! ~ 

.I' ' A) 

C~mmission on .Jewish Education in North ·:erica , 
BALLPARK PRINTING ESTIMATES /

1 

Letterhead and Envelope 

Second Sheets 

~ 

Total Estimated Cost 
Printing a nd Paper 

cc : Virginia Levi 

. 1000 
$500-$800 , 

$100-$200 

$600-$1000 

Quantity 
2500 

$1080- $1600 

$300- $450 

$1380- 2050 

,, 

. \ ' 

5000 
I '$1600- $2450 

$5'50- $700 

$2150- 3150 
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Chairman 
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'-.I f \:Iii j rmc,n 

'~:::::s:~n:::de~ 
Wona Riklis Ackerman,~ 

David Arnow~ Pl'l):B . 
Mandell L. Berman 
Rabbi Jack Bieler 
Charles R. Bronfman 
John C . Colman 
Rabbi Maurice S . Corson 
Lester Crown 
David Dubin 
Stuart E. Eizenstat 
Rabbi Joshua Elki~
Eli N. Evans 
Irwin S. Field 
Max M. Fisher 
Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk, Ph-D. 
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Sey mour Mar tin Li pset, Ph . D. 
Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, Ph.D. 
Robert E. Loup 
Matthew J . Maryles 
Florence Melton 
Donald R. Mi ntz 
Lester Pollack 

Revise d List -please c ~eck 
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Minutes of Meeting 
November 16, 1988 

Present: Morton L. Mandel, Henry L. Zucker, Arthur J. Naparstek, 
Virginia F. Levi (Sec'y) 

Copies to: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Joseph Reimer 

I. Check Dates 

The following dates were confirmed for upcoming Commission 
meetings: 

Dec. 8 - in Cleveland -Team (HLZ, AJN, SF, AH, HDS, JR, VFL, RG) 
9:00 am - 3:00 pm 

Team+ MLM - 3:00 - 7:00 p.m. (no dinner) 

Dec . 12 - in New York - Planning Group (MLM, HLZ, AJN, SF, AH, 
JR, VFL, RG) 2:00 - 5:00 pm - probably at Federation 

Dec. 13 - Commission meeting - 10:00 am - 4 :00 pm 

II. Organization of Commission 

The following ideas were discussed concerning the possible 
establishment of task forces. These will be discussed further 
with other members of the planning group. 

There appears to be a strong consensus developing for the 
establishment of a task force on Personnel and another on 
Community and Fund Raising. 

This leaves 23 options which should not be lost from further 
consideration. One possibile approach is to establish a third 
task force (or to assign staff) to consider ways of grouping 
these options in order to encourage their implementation beyond 
the work of the Commission. Without ranking them,_ like options 
could be grouped and described in a final report in a way that 
would facilitate their selection for further review and 
implementation by foundations or individuals. The Commission 
staff could be made available to advise others in the design and 
staffing of work on these projects. 

The final report of the Commission might include the following 
components: 

Introduction and conclusion which assess the current state 
of Jewish education in North America and provide a vision 
for the future (2000, 2010); 

one major section each on Personnel and on Community and 
Fund Raising; 
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a section on the remaining options, either as currently 
formulated or as grouped by focus; 

possibly a section on case studies or on one of the 
groupings of options, such as formal education or informal 
education. 

III. Letterhead 

The proposed Commission letterhead design was discussed and AJN 
and VFL were advised to proceed with the printing of proofs. 



Ruth Reid & Company 
Communications. Unpuzzled. 

Hoyt BlocR • 700 W. St. Clair Avenue. Suite 320 • Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
Telephone: (216) 781-6010 

November 21, 1988 

Ms. Virginia Levi 
Premier Industrial Foundation 
4500 ·Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

Dear Ginny: 

Here, is a sample of what the final product will look like- - more or 
less . Don't be too concerned about the few letters that are missing 
from several of the names . The grey t ype i s visi ble and easy to read , 
while black type woul d be t oo prominent. 

Sincerely , 

P.S. 
Please sign the blueprint of the letterhead and return to us asap . 
We will then forward to printer iwmediately. 
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TO: Arthur J. Naparstek FROM: _ __ V_i_r~g~i_n_i_·a __ F~._ L_e_v_i _ __ _ DA TE: __ 1_1..:..../_22_:/_8_8 __ _ 
N AMC N /\M I 1q?J-
OEPA A TMEN T/Pl.AN T LOC A TtON Off\A~tM, N l / f 1 1...ANI l()CAl l O N 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

I have spoken with Jonathan 'Woocher about the appropriate terminology to be 
used when referring to bodies which coordinate Jewish education in the 
community. The phrase that JESNA has settled on is "Central Agencies of Jewish 
Education." 'We should consider using this same phrase in our writing. 
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11/22/88 

TO: AJN 

FROM: VFL 

RE: Summary of phone conversation with S. Fox and A. Hochstein 

In our telephone mee.ting today with Seymour and Annette we discussed the 
following items: 

1. Confirmed meeting dates -

12/8 - all day - Cleveland - Planning Group 
12/12 - 2-5 pm - New York (UJA/Federation) - Planning Group 
12/13, - 10-4 - New York (UJA/Federation) - Commission 
12/14 - 8-4 - New York (JWB) - Sr. Policy Advisors 

2. Reviewed dates for receipt and mailing of materials 

3. 

6 . 

11/23 

11/28 

11/30 
12/1 

- They'll fax us cover page and first page of background 
materials, in final type. 

- They'll fax and express mail entire document, including 
text of content portion of cover letter, exec. summary, 
background materials with papers on 17 options (as 13 papers -
several have been combined). 

- We are to receive stationery . 
- We'll mail cover lett er with background document - not in book 

form. 
12/13 - We'll distribute background materials in book form, along with 

updated commissioner bios, list of policy advisors and staff, 
and agenda. 

Discussed Hiller's recommendation to draft philosophical statement and 
agreed that it ' s premature. Might come as result of 12/13 meeting. 

Indicated that &L§_is emergi ng as date for next Commission meeting . 
AJN will ask MLM to discuss this date with M. Fisher, whose secretary 
won't commit him this far ahead. This would mean 6/7 for prep. 
meeting and 6/9 for follow-up wj,tn Sr. Policy Advisors. 

Agreed to talk at 11 on 11/29 - Annette's office - about task forces, 
12/13 agenda, presentations and AV needs. 

Discussed responses for meeting -. 31 "l!,s, ~ 1 maybe, expect at 
least 5 more yes . VFL will do update of checklist of interviews. 

Discussed need to contact Schorsch about doing D'var Torah. 

8. VFL to call F. Melton re in her b i o. 



.. TO: See Distribution FROM : Arthur J. Naparstek DA TE: _"""1=2 ..... / ..... 12..,./"""8""'"8 ___ _ 
NAMC , N AME 

REPLYING TO . 
OEPARTMENT/Pl.ANl' LOC~TION OCPARTMCNT/PLANT L.OCAT!ON YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJ ECT : Partnership Strategy 

At our meeting on Nov~~ber _.28, we agreed that the partnership between JWB , 
JESNA and CJF will encompass the following: 

a. -Communications Strategy 

JWB, JESNA ·and CJF will provide the Comnission staff with a 
list of key associations ~nth~ field of Jewish education as 
well as meetings that must be covered during the life of the 
Commission. Rotman and Woocher will write a paper outlining 
a communications strategy with these organizations. The paper 

.will identify national organizations, networks and meetings in which 
the CoIDmission should be represented. What we are after is a road 
map that can lay out a twelve - eighteen month schedule of meetings 
and appearances for Commissioners and staff. 

b. Programmatic Options 

CJF and JESNA will provide a catalog of activities on programmatic 
options in North America. Individuals and organizations in various 
programmatic areas will be identified. Here, we will focus on 
innovative state of the art programs. 

c. Content Papers 

As the Commission develops and task forces emerge, JESNA and JWB 
will feed information into the process. This may take the form 
of content papers. 

I hope this is consistent wit h your understanding of our discussion at the 
meeting. 

Distribution: 
Art Rotman 
Carmie Schwartz 
John Woocher 

'· 
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cc: Ginny Levi 

TO: Art Naparstek FROM: _ __ T_i~n_a_ S_c_h_l_a_t_t_e_r ___ _ DA TE: __ 1_2-'-/_20---"/_8_8 __ _ 
NAMC 

NAM £ ~o.._ 
REPLYING TO 

OEPAATM ENT/PLAN T LOCATION OEPAR TMEN f/Pt..AN 1" LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: Commission Files 

Attached is a list of files for the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America. These files have been combined with those previously maintained by 
Ginny Levi. Since we no longer have a zillion copies of everything, please do 
not remove correspondence for long periods of time. Instead, copies can be 
made as needed so that nothing is lost or misplaced. 

attachment 

72752 (8/8 1) PRINTED IN U .S.A. 



Background Material-Executive Summary 
Boston Commission Meeting 
Budget & Administration 
Commission Interviews 
Commission Members 
Commission Stationery 
Design Document 
Federation-Led Community Planning 
General Info - Commission on Jewish Education 
Hotel Correspondence 
Jewish Education Session - GA New Orleans 
Letters £rom Commissioners re Aug. 1 Meeting 
Letters to Commissioners re Dec. 13 Meeting 
Meetings - Schedule of 
Meetings - Planning Group 
Meeting August 1, 1988 
Meeting December 13, 1988 
MLM Interview by AH 
Options 
Personnel 
Plan - 4 month 
Plan - 2 years 
Publicity - Commission 
Senior Policy Advisors, Consultants & Staff 
Task Forces 
Travel Expense Policy 
Ackerman, Mona Riklis 
Appleby, Ron 
Ariel, David 
Arnow, David 
Arnow, Robert 
Berman, Mandell L. 
Bieler, Jack 
Bronfman, Charles R. 
Colm.an, John C. 
Corson, Maurice S. 
Crown, Lester 
Davis, Perry 
Dubin, David 
Eizenstat, Stuart 
Elkin, Joshua 
Evans, Eli N. 
Field, Irwin S. 
Fisher, Max M. 
Fox, Fox 
Gottschalk, Alfred 
Green, Arthur 
Greenburg, Irving 
Gruss, Joseph S. 
Hiller, Robert 
Hirschhorn, David 
Hochstein, Annette 
Ingall, Carol K. 
Jesselson, Ludwig 
Koschitzky, Henry 
Lainer, Mark 
Lamm, Norman 
Lee, Sara S. 
Lewis, John F. 
Lipscomb, John 
Lipset, Seymour Martin 



\ 

., 

• Mintz , Donald R. 
Pollack Lester 
Reimer, Joseph 
Ratner, Charles 
Ritz, Esther Leah 
Rosenthal, Harriet L. 
Schiff, Alvin L. 
Schipper, Lionel H. 
Schorsch, Ismar 
Schulweis, Harold M. 
Shapiro, Daniel S. 
Solender, Stephen D. 
Stein, Herman 
Tishman, Margaret W. 
Twersky, Isadore 
Wexner, Leslie 
Yanowitz, Bennett 
Zelden, Isaiah 



0 P RE M IE R INOUST.,IAL CORPORATION 

MASTER SCHEDULE CONTROL COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 
76392 (REV. 12/86) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 

1989 1990 

ELEMENT MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 

1. 3/15 4/4 5/2 6/6 7/5 8/10 9/5 
Steering Committee 4: 00 1: 30 2: 30 3: 00 1:30 1: 30 1: 30 

2. 3/29 6/13 
Planning Group JWB 

3. r6~g 6/15 
Senior Policy Advisors ."'ttrn 

4. rjs- t~~-P. R. Committee 0: o 
5. 6/14 10/4 

Commission 110-4 : 00 10-4: 00 
6. Steering Committee : 4/4 

Critique of Sr . Pol. Adv 1: 30 
7. 

8. 

9 , 

10. 

11 . 

12. 

13. 

14 . 

15·. 

16 . 

17 . 

18 . 

19. 

20. 



Ruth Reid & Company 
Communications. Unpuzzled. 

Hoyt Block · 700 W St. Clair Avenue. Suite 320 • Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
Telephone: (216) 781-6010 

CALL REPORT 
Premier Industrial Foundation 

1/23/89 
(telephone) 

CLIENT: Virginia Levi 
AGENCY: Ruth Reid 

JAN 2 5 1989 

COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA -- Letterhead 

1. Cost to add & delete names, add "In Formation" at 
bottom and reprint 2,500 letterheads estimated at 
$350 -- including type, keyline revisions, plate 
change and printing . 

2. Changes to include 

0 

0 

0 

add name -- Josephs . Gruss 
delete name - - Rachel M. Gubitz 
add words "In Formation" in small type under 
"Commissioners 11 

3. Needed by Friday, January 27! Agency to advise on 
whether this is possicle. 

cc : Art Naperstek ·-· 
/. 



Commissionen. 

;1.fonon L. Mandel 
Chairman 
Mona Rikl!S Ackerman 
Ronald Appleby 
David Arnow 
;1.fomlcll L &rman 
Jnck Bieler 
Charles R. Bronirnan 
John C. Colman 
Maurice S. Cor,on 
Lc,tcr Cro\\ n 
DavidDuhin 
'-t Jarr E. Ei;:cnscar 
Joshua Elkm 
Eli N. Evans 
lrwm S. Field 
;1.fox M. Fisher 
Alfred Gomchalk 
Arthur Grec:n 
lrving Greenberg 
Robert l. Hiller 
David Hirschhorn 
Carol K. lngall 
LuJw1~ Jesselson 
Henry Koschir:kv 
?\ fork Lai Ul'r 
Norman Lamm 
Sara S. Lee 
Seymour ;1.tamn Lipsct 
Haskel Lookstein 
Rol-,enE.Loup 
Marrhcw J. l\1arvlcs 
Fl,in:nce Melton 
Donald R. ;1.1inc: 
u-..1er Pollack 
Chark~ Ratner 
F.,thcr Le.~h Ritz 
Harrier L. Rosenthal 
Alvin I. Schiff 
L1oncl H. Schipper 
bmar Schorsch 
Harold M. Schulweis 
Dame! S. Shapiro 
Margaret W. Tishman 
L,adorc T"·crsky 
&•nnen Yanowir. 
Isaiah Zeldin 

~nior Policy Advison, 

David S. Ariel 
Seymour Fox 
Anneue Htx-hsrctn 
Stephen H. Hoffman 
Archur J. Naparscek 
Anhur Rotman 
Carmi Schwarrz 
Herman 0. Srdn 
Jonathan \X'lx>cher 
Henry L Zucker 

Director 

Arthur J. ~aparstck 

Staff 

Rachel M. Gub1r: 
Virginia F. Levi 
Joseph Reimer 

COM.t"\f[§SITON 
1QN JE\VI[§H !EDUCA110: 

KN NOR'f]H[ AM]ER[CA 

4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

216/ 391-8300 

Convened by Mandel Associated Foundations, JWB and ]ESNA in collaboration with C]F 
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• 0 PREMIER INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 

REQUEST FOR TELEX/MAILGRAM/FAX 
72343 (REV. 2/88) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 

SPECIFY HOW TO SEND MESSAGE DATE REQUESTED 

-./2-/~ 
D TELEX NO. __________ .../. -' 

· 1111 URGENT - Time sensitive - must go at once 
D MAILGRAM - -----~~-
0 FAX NO. '-t 7~ - 2 -fc q<j(JS:/ D REGULAR - Send at time rates are most 

economical 
TYPE (USING DOUBLE SPACES) OR PRINT CLEARLY 

NO. OF PGS. __________ _ 
(INCL. COVER SHEETI 

TO: 

NAME Sfilj~ Pox ~JkHt9Ei/\/ 
COMPANY --A.l:IJ:lJ V 

1 ~~/JJ5 

FROM: 
NAME G,-t.1~ Lev; 
COMPANY PREI\A.il?R 

STREET ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP ·--~---==•IJS/9-U:=-=--.----.--"'n-,=------ DEPAATMENT _ __ -=----------------

COST CENTER 4>'-/0 
PHONE NUMBEI 

FAX NO.: 2163918327 I TIME SENT: TELEX NO.; 6873015 PREMI uw l 
MESSAGE: 

Gree.-+•"3 s /. I hopL- -H,e,. wu.-k. 1$ d"'"'/ .,.,._ff. I Q ""'-

se.._J ,r18 I C.QfY .t eac.k of +~e. ~tttic..l.~ ,,,c.1.,J, .. a H.__ 
~,. fol1c.'1 "'e.«-+,"3 /e.+te~. Pftdt. c..o.,s,Ju ;~,.H- o 5 1for J.,o-fk 

ot you. 
We. 1 rf!.. s c..~J~ f.~} c.. Pf • .,.,,.,, f,..rov f° ,,,.ee.f,.,.( , .o /so .o. 'f-

'JW B, for t:tll do 011 3/1,9, ~ s..,,,e,f- k,e31~t11¥t/ e.i-
q:oo so W.Q. J0 ,.• '1~ve. -f-o 1dl~ 7wB {o,. 1'1eec/c{QS~ r'J 
O.fff"!~1Q.'f-e. yr;vr J,sc.1,1,sm.1 i-v,f-~ /1--SI.), , f yo,.; J.,4v, sfrt;~t 

~eeln•,ss O"" "'t~e Sv'1JecJf. ~~ ., "7 
7 
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cc: Henry L. Zucker 
Virginia F. Levi .,/' 
Seymour Fox 

TO: Morton L. Mandel 
NAMC 

OE PAR T M ENT /PLANT LOCATION 

FROM: Arthur J f;}fl;rs tek 
NI\MC 

OfPART M F N r/PLAN'T L.OCAT IO N 

SUBJECT: MEETINGS WITH JON WOOCHER AND ART ROTMAN 

Meeting with Jon Woocher on February 2, 1989 

DA TE: --'2/_6....;./_8_9 ____ _ 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein and I met with Jon Woocher to discuss ideas 
related to an outreach and network strategy for the Commission. The meeting 
quickly evolved into a freewheeling, brainstorming session with Jon making 
several strong points. I will swnmarize his major suggestions: 

1. Jon felt the rhetorical battle with regard to Jewish education has been 
won: that is, Jewish education is now seen by key, lay leadership as a top 
priority. Jon believes this is true because of the role you have played in 
convening the Commission, and the fact that the Commission has created che 
context for lay leadership to take on Jewish education on the local level. 

2. Jon feels very strongly that the Commission needs to develop a guiding 
vision. He is concerned that we could get trapped into putting forward a 
number of small ide as without a guiding vision. 

3. Jon believes we need to develop strategies for what we can do for teachers 
and develop pilot programs. 

Seymour Fox asked Jon to develop a think piece on what this Commission can 
solve that other entities cannot. He also asked Jon if he thought JESNA would 
consider holding a consultation that would convene people who can help the 
Commission. 

Meeting with Art Rotman on February 2, 1989 

Art felt the key issue confronting Jewish education from his perspective was 
that the climate to support Jewish education, as well as the climate that would 
support a change in attitudes related to Jewish education being perceived as a 
top priority, was not evident . He also felt there is a major problem in terms 
of preparing the next generation of executives for leadership in informal 
educational settings. He felt we do not have a strategy for finding and 
recruiting executives. 

Art agreed that a consultation with people from his networks, sponsored by JWB 
in support of the Commission, would be appropriate and he agreed that we should 
plan for one. 

72752 (8/81) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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TO: Arthur J. Naparstek 
NAMC 

FROM: Virginia F. Levi 
N/\Mr vt=l DA TE: __ 2.:..../_6/_8_9 ____ _ 

REPLYING TO 
OEPARTM EINl /PLANT L OCATIO N O CPAArMfNf/foLAN1 LnCA ll()N YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: COPYRIGHT 

I spoke with Kent Wilson, an attorney for Premier, about the steps necessary to 
reserve rights to written materials. He indicated that the fo l lowing must 
appear at the bottom of the first page of the document: 

G) Copyright, 1989 
Mandel Associated Foundations 

The following language may be added for emphasis, but is not r equired: 

All rights reserved. This docwnent may not be reproduced without the 
express written permission of the Mandel Associated Foundations. 

No steps need be taken to register a copyright with the government. That is 
done only after a violation occurs. 

72752 (8/ 81) PRINTED IN U .S.A. 
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8Ei JAl11N S. IIOFl\iSTEIN Pf"\OGf-.:Al"'i IN JEt>JlSH COMMUN?'L SEF:'·.'ICE 
Brandu1~ Lln1 JErsity, W~ lth~m, MA 022~4-;110 

FrP:t:?rt: Al""th1.1r N,;1p,-rstei~. ,Jose:pn F:~i,ner, Sus,:>n ShE'l~t.:. Sylvie
F1shman . •nd Larry Starnb~rg 

1. t':.rt begc.>n b, ~, y ..r,g t.hc,t Mr. l'lc1.ndel • ~ comm? tted b;, t.rrl !:,; 
Corr,ml<5-=ian'~ t-a·1.11g e1 ,•JCll"'kable implE>me1'l"ta:'::1or, m~cM~roism L•no. ~~hr:,· 
a51~eo~ c;Ji:\V":! sever~l e·,:v1tpleE f r" o,r, hi~ ~··:p~r:i.~nc:e of 1111hat. s1.1ch .;1 

m~c:hani:;m co1..1ld look like:, 

s. A mech~n1sm dev~loped 1n Cleveland to deal with poverty 
tn th~ neighborhoods, develope~ tc b~ cat~lyt1c , ~n wor~ w1th 
c.wrnrr11.1ni I: f gru1..ps anci c:cmnf;r:t theM w1 th ·h.mc!i ri~ so1..,rc:;s and 
~rovid~ ~he~ with t~ch llCal ~rGw how @nd the,r st~ff5 with 
p~o~e~sion~l tr~1n1nq. 

b. [rt t1-1e F ~r;:ou!:: Fl ~;:ner l'"epo:--t, t~1e mec:ilani ~fll ~".::.•--: ,John 
noprir-,-5 : the 1mpro11mnenti:· of tt-.D.:i: medical sc:nool sr•t tt1e stL:..rdn:--d 
t~r th2 prof~~s1on . 

c. D1.w111q Lhe f'Jj }!<:in y12cr-s, or;e p ~~r-f::on ccw,c.:et·1·1ec ~~t i_t, thr::
f1..111c-t 1 ,.,n1 nq r.f pe;,i~o;,onnel 'J' i:hE-1 Fe,jer-al gove:..rnrr1ent· p;.,!::n~d hl\- t~\E 
cr·eation of ,:he- F<?r::L2r-aJ E>:re?C:'-'tl',!::: In<:;+.i t1_1te whj ch wa~ c, mec:hani 5'1" 
for Lrteneive, re;uv~nat1ng t~aining progr~m~ fQr Fe~sr~l 
fMP lay~~!:. 

Art posE~ tt-ie, C1l.te~t1 on of wt-:eth~1· Ne c:an p1 . .'t 1 or,-.,,,,.r-o r!lr, 
.,, el.•?Cb .. •.&l base t~ ~·:plf.nn how ?n l'.Tlple,T,er:i:il.t:1oq mer..h::t1,1sn 

~1 i0 cper~te to ~ake, d14ference . He obsarved l~2t ~ report 
11-11 t 1H:,ut a rn12c,1an:1. sm 1 ~ !:lead wei ghl:. b1 .. tt ?. rnf'c:~1.:m1 !Sm wi thr.iut .;1 

epur-t 1:. t~chnoc:r· .. ,ti..: fa.l lac.:y . 

~ .. 1sar, 3h£111t:a spok.e of tl'"if.J nee•d lo c:r-e-:"tc::: ,,ot e;nli, 011 
1 nt Ell ~!:'Lltcl.l b<?SP., but a ::ommcm v:. si or, 5r,d a common l ~n.;J"-tc:1cie by 
which to sp~a~ of ~~~nge 1~ the field. The t1elci lech~· a 
cohe:; -11.. W::.}' o.; vl eiv• 1':.' 1 tsr:J f :-r•d oper"-,t1ng c{ i b, ~wll c,r.tertl i;-l 
fo•· q,·,:wtt1. '- ,r "Y 5 ;:,rnbe:"'•;;! cor,c;\..\I'" red ij Se<'fl r1oJ th;:- L i ~ the 
mechc:n::.s,,, 1s the p•·r.:ich.tc .. t t)f .-.,, p1-i-.'?.te> vi:1.Dn c·F cha"-)•.!', tt,~ 
meche.'""1=111 will ccmt1n1.1e: bl.It i.ht:" s e11!:e of m1•;;s:to11 wi.tl be !ost.. 
He woncier·ed now it ?~ posslble to creal:~ c-. comm,:Jil v1sio11 which 
could c~tlsst tM~ wech•n1sm ltself. 

Larry Ster nt:e.-g ~ug().,,.<.:te,J tt-, ... '\t .:\t the heart: oF tr,21- vi $l orr 1,;ol\l o 
b~ th~ .-t?c.onc~pt1.1c\l _zed role of tr,e !:::ducato1· 2nd the pr.=g..-am. 
i·t-,~ _ 'r- c.,f ti-,e t'IULICc.,tC!"" t-1::1~ t:, E-"·,Dl ,e bi:,yor1,j the cLir·"e1,o1- pc:.,t-
tl'TH:i, •, r,11:+e•::.1 11r1, .... l !: 1.:;;t.t.1~ ,L,;: ti'= f-e:·ld i•3 to 9ro11s ?r1cj the 
.i t.::d ty <Jf the pr c;gr-,M1 offered ii' tr'? f,_.,., .~t,c,rt h,;. r !> l•:e t-i~ve 
h~s t.c; "Jr? e,·,1~:?.•h.t?L1 1i the ei::!1..1._ ... t1ur 1,;; to fi~,,e i:ff c:. t:·erl ... p~ 
,•t ti.;; hea,..t of t·h-=- r'"efc:,r,n is +hn creatic-1, of tl,E· "commc..u,1ty 
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edL•c.,~tar" who w.::wks full-·ti,ne in~- v~rie+..:v i::-f ::.'='ttings and helps 
fds~.on th~ more effective prcgre~. Th~t requir~s the cre~tion 
~·f 'i«::',·1 ~c1L1c· .. ,1:1•_,"l ,;: Jot$ .:1nd fttrit:jj ng t<.:i 1-,~1 p s,-nF.>.gogues c:- ;:i\te 
::.:,esc"" fnll-tlme positl.ons. 

S1.1sc~r· St-evil;: wondered i! 1t.•!:o at all 1·e-C'!istic: to en,ti~1nn 

.., 

profr.:'l>~.lonal1.!ll11~ the teaching cor·p. P1-c•--h,~ps ~"e hav•.a tc1 ""im .3t ,:. 
profes~~o~al ccre of s~~ior educators a~d a mere dedicated ccrps 
of ~,oc8t1anel teachers wh~ are tr~1ned ~nd dl~~cl~d by the 
sen1~.1r edw.::c?tca--. 

Art w,:,r,dereci 1 f i I;. rn.:,d~ ·~11se to th! ni cf ;,. mecha,,:. ;;m 1 i he 
tht? l',~t 1 ona: Endowment of the Art5 Cor H1..1'1\d1l i:.l e:) :·ml ch 1 s 
centr~l1y ddrn1nistr~ 1 ~d but wh,~h fun~t1cne by sti~u:at1ng 
.'..'c:t.iv.,ty 1,, t.he:> loc..i.J -::ornmunities. 

Syl,.:ie. ~1=hm..l11 rf.•spc,ncjed thdt l"ih-.'1t is crucial is t.o st1tm.ilai:e 
local ""c. ~ 1 v1 t y t 1 ,at. ~·eq1.d r-e!!l c:c,oper i•t \ on betw1.?en inst 1 tllt i ors -
l11e ~cc·c and synag~~ues - who do n~t narmallt cooper at~. Susan 
Sh~vit~ ~greed with the goal, but reminciea Uti cf the cruc19l 
''t:l•lture ..i~p" ""h ict, t" .. ~""l.~ bc,;•tweer, comm•.:r,c1l .a1nd denom1n:-,t1on::1l 
,:,, J•11·,1::o;<.t1on'!. that so oflnn 1.md~rm1nei: thejr effo,...t·.s ,•:t 
coope,atinq together. 

11 ~I ~~·H:,:.i-, r:e1 ..,.,et• ~-!!l,·~.~ , ' U,-=·•"·~ .-.c.-· : ""··Y= l.,J Li, .s. ..!':Ir: LI IC' • 

"cult1..1ral 9,:1.p." Larry Sti::r11berg :pok!? of sele:c:t prt.1fes:1on .. d~ 
fr·,;,m E-.;:.c:;-1 "world' cnm1rn~ toqf'·ther to 1-?arn -::h~ c.:•..:l·tL,r-2 ci t'-,e 
othe" ,,1or l d . 

Syl-1!B ~l$hm~n spo~e of 1~,rn1ng by doing - putting c0op~ra'-1ve 
proJec. ... s into 1:>la1c-e te,.:.c:r-·,l'19 t.hs- pn;)f~ssicr1c1ls a r.-c:mmon l?l'•;JllC:,1:;)E. 
S1.t~<.111 She v'i t::: ei!'.u<i;'. i oned t.h~t ee.c:h ;;1 de l'rl~y , ,~·t:t...J lo be:- prt:pared 1 n 
ard~r- to work together. s-~ l vi;;.. Fi i:,hman s"'w l r. the e:: :.>.mcl e of the 
Syndgogue c:0L1r,c:1 l ~ nop<='tul !H 9r, that di f ferer.c:::s <in 
d..:''"IC'lf'111at1on) c~L,ld !:!2 Ci'.=!t·-.Jmf? ~n li:>1.mc~1ing a Jo~nt prr..•ject. 

5. tkt , ~marked t:-ii'lt he w~~ l"!l::~rir11.:; supp:Jr':. fi.:ir- the concept of ~ 
centr~l m2ch~n,~~ cf impl~ment~tion. Sylvia F1~hm8n dgreed - if 
j t. 1-!;;,,:; l'f"\d.::r'5tc:i~,d th~t locr.11 cnmmun~ties have':' t·e2l ii':\:",ut {r.t.o tl""le 
pro·~t:!:>:S. Susan She .11 t;" a;ir·eed Lhat l"Jnr king Hi -.:.r-, ~.i:'l t::ct 
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TO: Morton L. Mandel FROM: Arthurit Naparstek DATE: 4/12/89 
REPLYING TO 

NAMC 

OCPAATMCNT,ll'LANT LOCATION 

NAMC ;fj: 
OE:PAAT"ME_NT~ LOCATtO,., YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT - APRIL 5-10, 1989 

- . 

APRIL 5 

I. Commission on Jewish Education in North America - Meeting of Commission 
Educators 

Commissioners present: Jack Bieler, David Dubin, Josh Elkin, 
Carol lngall, Sara Lee, Alvin Schiff 

Staff and advisors: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Joseph Reimer, 
Jonathan Yoocher, Arthur Naparstek 

A. Joe Reimer chaired the meeting and put forward the steps which moved 
us from enabling options to an implementation mechanism. All th~ 
commissioners present responded positively to the idea of an 
implementation mechanism. Seymour Fox presented the idea of the 
i .mplementation mechanism as a way of thinking about how to initiate 
and manage change in partnership with a community action site. 
Reaction to Seymour's presentation was uniformly positive with 
several questions raised and discussed. For your information, I 
believe, these are the key questions: 

1 . How will the implementation mechanism not become a national 
agency or a threat to existing national agencies? 

2. Who will represent the community in negotiations with the 
implementation mechanism? 

3. Yill the implementation mechanism use its limited funds more 
effectively by generating matching funds? 

4. Doesn ' t this model assume an ideal community will be selected 
and worked with? Wouldn't it be better to start with a number 
of communities hospitable to developing this type of personnel? 

5 . How do you get the implementation mechanism started? How do the 
board and the advisors get into the act? When does funding 
facilitation come in? 

6. To whom is the implementation mechanism accountable? 

7. Isn't it natural that it be more than a mid-wife, that it also 
be a generator of rigorous, practical thinking and that it spell 
out principles and implementation? 
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B. 

I I 

8. Shouldn't the implementation mechanism also be spawning academic 
positions to have people ready to study and evaluate the 
process. 

As much as the Commission has agreed that an implementation 
mechanism is the logical outcome of the Commission, several also 
voiced a concern about the relation of the implementation mechanism 
to the life of the Commission. In the words of David Dubin, - Sara 
Lee, Alvin Schiff, all indicated that the implementation mechanism 
was important, but within the context of best practice and vision. 
It was the consensus that the Commission needs to proceed on two 
parallel tracks: toward an implementation mechanism, but also 
spelling out more clearly the substance of the personnel and 
community issues in the context of best practices and vision. 
Several suggestions were made: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

We may need a task force or subcommittee to study the substance 
of the personnel and community issues. 

That study may be needed to reflect a section of the final 
report. 

We may want to use part of the June 14th Commission meeting to 
start the conversation about the substantive issues on 
community, personnel, and the relationship to programmatic 
options . There were several comments, again Dubin and Lee, who 
felt that the June 14th meeting should deal with both strategy 
and substance, strategy being the IJE, substance being personnel 
and community as stated above . 

We aay also want to consider putting forward a paper on best 
practices. It need not be specific best practices, but a 
universal alternative practices, a vision of what is possible to 
be done, what kind of educators could be produced. That might 
be an appropriate paper for the June meeting. 

II. Meeting with Annette Hochstein and Seymour Fox 

Seymour and Annette asked to meet with me concerning the budget for the 
Israel office. I indicated that it was my hope we would have a meeting 
on the budget with you the next day, at which time we might be able to 
make a decision with regard to several of the outstanding items . 

Seymour is very concerned that the writer be employed as quickly as 
possible . lo'1e agreed that further discussions on the budget would be 
taken up directly with you on the following day. 

-: 
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APRIL 6 

I. MIG Meeting Impressions 

I thought the meeting could not have gone better. It was a very wise 
strategy to open it with personal statements. Not only did it make the 
meeting go more effectively. but it also helped me to understand my own 
relationship to Jewish education in that I can now connect what we a·re 
trying to do to my own personal life as well as professional life . I 
made an attempt at doing that. as you recall. in my presentation to the 
Wasserstrom committee at CJF on April 10th. 

In any event. I thought the meeting was excellent. The .flow was natural 
and MIG seems to be a logical outcome from everything that's gone 
before. I was very impressed. 

11. Meeting with Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein. AJN and MIJ,f 

I felt that we did not come to closure on the budget issue as it relates 
to the Israel office or the overall Commission budget. I will work with 
Michael Albanese in trying to develop a format that better puts forward 
the budget so that you are able to take a decision on key issues . In 
any event, I believe we have to resolve both the Israel office aspect of 
the budget as well as the overall pattern of expenditures . 

Following the meeting on the budget, you began tal~ing about some of 
your thoughts related to the Commission process. You indicated that an 
overall objective had to be a strategic marriage of programmatic options 
with the interests of individual commissioners. You spoke about finding 
champions for programmatic options, and that the initiative on Jewish 
education or the implementation mechanism would help that commissioner 
or individual implement and execute that programmatic option. That 
would be one major thrust and outcome of the Commission and a second 
would be policy implications related to the variousjJmonstration or 
implementation programs that were developed. 

You talked about five major discoveries evolving from the Commission: 

A. The issue of preconditions and programmatic options. 

B. IJE as an implementation mechanism. 

C. IJE as a mechanism to involve research. planning. and best 
practices. and to link enabling options to the programmatic options. 

D. Looking at national and international organizations so they can be 
improved and made better. 

E. Linking to the future of the federation movement. 

I felt all of that was very helpful. 
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III. Meeting with Seymour Fox, Mike Sviridoff and Art Naparstek 

Seymour and I met with Mike Sviridoff at the Arnold & Porter offices 
in Midtown Manhatt.an Mike spoke of intermediary organizations and 
identified five major areas in which they have been developed: 
literacy, police, drugs, welfare, and manpower. He spoke about the 
intermediary as an instrument that can test ideas and execute. He 
talked about various strengths and weaknesses. I will, in a separate 
memo, put forward some of the ideas that Mike spoke about, and also 
other ideas that I received from Peter Szanton in my meeting with him on 
Monday, April 10. 

Most importantly, Seymour asked Mike if there had ever been an 
intermediary in education. Mike indicated there had not been and felt 
there needed to be. He also indicated that Peter Gold.mark, the new 
president of the Rockefeller Foundation, is developing an intermediary 
in education. Mike felt we were on the right track and that an 
intermediary could be used in Jewish education. 

APRIL 7 

I. Visited Sites 

During the morning I visited the American Jewish Committee and the 92nd 
Street Y and met with staff at both organizations. The A.JC is okay for 
our meeting but not great. It does have breakout rooms and a decent 
general meeting room. However the major problem would be in terms of 
serving lunch in which lunch would then have to be served in the room 
that we meet in. 92nd Street Y is not appropriate as it is too busy and 
we may not have control over our meeting space. 

II. Meeting with Jim Gibson of the Rockefeller Foundation 

Met with Jim Gibson to discuss Cleveland's poverty initiative and the 
role of Rockefeller. Jim asked me how I saw the poverty initiative in 
Cleveland developing. I spoke with Jim about the role Neighborhood 
Progress, Inc. could play in developing a means of dealing with poverty 
in the city. As you may recall, we established a poverty center at the 
Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences before I left. The center will 
operate much like NPI operates in relationship to Cleveland Tomorrow in 
that the center will provide data to help move strategies. The 
Rockefeller Center i~ funding the center. 

I spoke with Jim about developing a strategy for poverty in Cleveland 
that would see a neighborhood as a system and that, in effect, community 
organizations or community developmt"nt corporations would be expected to 
manage the neighborhood systems . The question of how do you manage 
those systems needs to be answered. Ye would, in effect, begin a 
process of training through NPI, the directors of the CDCs and the 
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community organizations so that they would develop the skills to manage 
the systems. The poverty center would put forward the analysis needed 
so we would be able to identify the component parts of the system that 
are necessary in order to deal with the problems of poverty. 

In an earlier conversation, I talked with Tom Cox about this idea of 
managing the system on a neighborhood level. Tom truly does believe in-:--
it, but did indicate that many of the neighborhood actors in Cleveland·: 
did not see themselves as managers. There is not the conception of 
managing neighborhood organizations in relationship to problem solving. 

Further, I pointed out that Cleveland lacks a sense of cohesion in that 
data does not inform decisions. · For the most part, decisions related to 
poverty in Cleveland are made on whim or intuition and that we do not 
have a data base that provides us with any guidance . Thus, I concluded 
with Jim Gibson that NPI could serve as a means to serve community 
development corporations, their staffs and boards in helping to manage 
systems in the neighborhoods so as we may be able to deal with all 
income issues. 

Jim was very positive about my presentation and would like to come to 
Cleveland at some point in the near future, possibly to meet with you, 
Tom Cox and others . Further, sometime in mid-June, Peter Goldmark will 
be visiting Cleveland and if we decide to get involved in the area of 
neighborhood approaches to dealing with poverty, it would be appropriate 
for us to set up a meeting on the subject between you, Goldmark and 
others. You and I need to discuss what my involvement will be . 

III. JWB Convention 

I attended the Fr~day evening opening sessions of the JWB Convention and 
shared with you my thinking about that evening. I was impressed with 
Art Rotman•s cultivation of both the lay and professional leadership in 
his network. Rotman is absolutely brilliant in putting it together. 
The sense of community at the JWB meeting was much stronger than at any 
other comparable meeting 1•ve been to in the Jewish world i.e., CJF or, 
for that matter, even the JESNA meetings that I've attended. I really 
believe Art has done a brilliant job in developing a sense of community 
in his network. He pays attention to detail. I was impressed that he 
had signed Zev Heimowitz to be my host and Zev was never more than 
several feet away from me throughout, not only that evening, but through 
the weekend. 

APRIL 8 

I. I attended the J~B convention in the morning, spending time at the 
workshop on issues of fundraising. Steve Solender was the presenter. 
Steve did a fine job in presenting the position of federations in 
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relationship to JCCs. In summary, Steve detailed the problems of 
federation fundraising, that there was an expectation of flat campaigns 
for the coming years and the impact that would have on agencies. He 
detailed other problems federations are having in relationship to the 
responding to crises i.e., the JDC problem, the Russian Jewry problem, 
the whose a Jew issue. An us and them atmosphere evolved in the meeting 
between the problems as represented by directors of the JCCs and Steve's 
presentation of the problems of federations. 

Following the meeting I spoke with Steve about beginning to look at the 
issues of federation/JGC relationships in a different way. One, by 
having lay leaders from JCCs move to leadership positions in federations 
and, two, by beginning to see the JCC as part of a system of service 
delivery agencies within the community. By initiating a strategic 
planning process, issues of cutback could be handled in more effective 
ways, the reason being that environmental factors could be factored into 
the relationship between federations and agencies. 

II. Meeting with Seymour Fox 

III .. 

I spent the afternoon in a meeting with Seymour Fox debriefing on 
Commission activities. We reviewed what took place at the Jewish 
educators meeting and the short meeting with you. Fox is concerned that 
the budget questions get resolved quickly and that you speak with 

1 Bronfman as soon as possible. We set up tentative dates and deadlines 
for assignments. The key to those deadlines and assignments are that 
all commissioners that will be seen are seen by May 1st, that we decide 
that the paper for the June 14th meeting be written by June 1st with 
writing to start by May 14th, that the letter informing commissioners of 
progress be sent out by April 20th. 

MLM Presentation 

I returned to the JWB convention at approximately 4 p .m. and was in the 
audience during your presentation. · As I told you, I thought it went 
very well and the informal responses and feedback from the audience were 
quite positive. 

APRIL 9 

I. I attended the JWB meeting and worked with Henry Hecker to make sure 
that the photographer would be there and worked with his assistant on a 
press release based er presentation of the evening before. 
Following the Mendel Capla presentation, I left the hotel and flew to 
Washington, D.C. with p Wasserstrom. There is nothing to report on 
my time with Wasserstrom. 

" 
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II. 

I. 

Dinner Meeting with Federation Executives 

I was somewhat disappointed with the limited response you received. 
Only four executives spoke up. Ye need to follow up . I will talk to 
HLZ about it next week. 

APRIL 10 

Breakfast meeting with Warren Schmidt 

Warren Schmidt is a former faculty member of mine at the University of 
Southern California's Graduate School of Public Administration. One of 
the more creative academics I have come in contact with, he has actually 
won several Academy Awards for films he has made on subjects of value£, 
In any event, he is involved in poverty-related issues in Los Angeles 
and as he was in Washington, we decided to meet to compare notes on what 
was happening in Cleveland and models that have been developed in Los 
Angeles that might be applied to Cleveland. He had a number of ideas 
that we will be able to use. 

II. Wasserstrom's Committee on Jewish Identity and Continui t y 

I attended the 10:30 a .m. meeting and made the presentation. I don't 
think there is anything significant to report. 

III. Lunch Meeting with Peter Szanton 

Peter Szanton is the resource person Mike Sviridoff suggested I meet to 
discuss intermediaries. I was impressed with Szanton who is currently a 
private consultant . He had been an associate director of the Office of 
Management and Budget. He was also president of the New York City Rand 
Institute in the'late ' 60s and early'70s. 

We had a very detailed conversation with regard to intermediaries and 
the role the intermediary can play in Jewish education. I will be 
preparing a separate memo on the subject for your consideration as well 
as for Seymour's and Annette's attention. I've already briefed Annette 
on the meeting. 

\I Szanton, who is Jewish and currently consults wit~ the Federation in 
N Baltimore, could be a valuable resource for us. - I was very impressed 

with the meeting . 

IV. Meeting on National Service 

Later in the afternoon I met with the Mikulski staff on national 
service, developing an agenda for the first meeting of our advisory 
committee. I will be chairing a committee that will be made up of the 
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following: Don Kennedy, president of Stanford University; Dan Thursz, 
director of the Council on Aging; Sondra Grey from the Independent 
Sector; Jan Rivitz of the Strauss Foyndation in Ba~imore, Alice 
Shabecoff o~ tire Clearinghouse on Neighbor~ods; Dr. Ethel Richardson 
from Baltimore, Dr. Antonio Pantoza from Puerto Rico; Peg Rosenberry 
from the National Association of Service and Conservation Corp. 

The National Volunteer Service Program has caught hold in Congress and .. 
there are a number of bills that have been introduced. Nunn, Mccurdy, 
Mikulski, Kennedy, Pell, Dodd, Peneta, Moynihan, Bumpers and Graham all 
have bills in national services . I am attaching a matrix which explains 
all the various bills that the Congressional Quarterly put out in 
March. We are clearly on the cutting edge of this very important issue 
and, I bel ieve, that the Mikulski bill will be the key. Mikulski's 
leadership will provide the Senate with an overall bill that combines 
all the others . 

. . -

.. 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Commission Steering Committee 

Virginia F. Levi 

May 3, 1989 

At the May 2 meeting of the Commission Steering Committee, I was asked to 
send you the two documents which are attached. 

1. Memorandum to Seymour Fox from Morton Mandel listing possible 
Commission outcomes. 

2. Draft copy for a general brochure on the Commission which is intended 
as a trifold, pocketsized piece. Please return it to me with your 
comments no later than Friday, May 12. 

Distribution: Stephen H. Hoffman 
Morton L. Mandel 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Herman D. Stei n 
Henry L. Zucker 



April 13, 1989 

FROM: Morton L. Mandel 

TO: Seymour Fox 

Here are some more thoughts on possible outcomes of the Commission on Jewish 
Education. Let ' s discuss on April 18 telecon . 

Outcome #l 

Outcome #2 

Outcome #3 

Outcome #4 

Outcome #5 

Outcome #6 

Outcome #7 

The IJE (i. i.) 

Community Action Sites: From Demonstration to Implementation 

Organized or assisted by IJE, these would be partnerships 
and coalitions of local and continental bodies, generally 
under the local Federation flag, to test programs, leading 
to diffusion. 

Personnel : Building a Profession 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE, with multiple 
demonstration and pilot projects, to develop and test 
methods that facilitate personnel recruitment, training, and 
retention (generally performed at Community Action Sites). 

Federation: A Key Factor for Jewish Continuity 

An organized, long-term effort to achieve consensus that the 
local federation is the key convener and sponsor of local 
programs to enhance Jewish continuity (e.g., Cleveland 
Commission). IJE to work closely with CJF to activate 
federations to take up this cause. 

The North American Support System: A New Design 

A permanent process led by IJE and CJF to harmonize all the 
continental players (JWB, JESNA, Seminaries, etc.), in a way 
that brings them to a high level of effectiveness, overall 
or in selected areas. 

Programmatic Options: Implementation 

A permanent ongoing process led by IJE to work with 
"champions" of programmatic options, as they can be 
identified, to develop fully those options: 

1. - Champion is Chair of a Commission (e.g., Eli Evans) 
2. - Champion finances Commission (or obtains financing) 
3. - IJE helps select and approves all Commission members 
4. - IJE helps select and approves Commission staff 
5 . - IJE monitors and exercises quality control on each 

Commission 

Research, Publications, Etc. 

A permanent ongoing element of IJE (to be designed). 
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TO: Henry L. Zucker 
NAMC 

0 £ PAATM£ N T/PLANT LOCATION 

FROM: Virginia F. Levi 
N A M r i@ 
O( PA ~ IMf N t/J'l,.ANl Lf1C..A IHIN 

SUBJECT: MAIN POINTS OF MEETING OF MAY 22, 1989 

.. 

DATE: 5/23/89 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

A. Someone should analyze the interviews with commissioners for suggested 
outcomes on personnel, community, and implementation. 

B. It was suggested that the following papers should be distributed to 
commissioners as background to lead to the concept of an implementation 
mechanism: 

1. A revision of the Joel Fox paper 

2. Community and financing--a basis for authorization of a fuller report 

3. Personnel--a basis for authorization of a fuller report 

C. During the meeting of June 14, the group process should guide us to an 
implementation mechanism as a reaction to a perceived need. 

D. Of the options suggested in the Fox memo to M.lM dated May 21 with respect 
to a presentation on personnel, we prefer the preparation of a paper on 
community and a series of questions about personnel. It was suggested that 
the list of questions might refer to problems, state of the field, and 
issues for building the profession, and might be accompanied by any ideas 
suggested in commissioner interviews for possible further action. 

E. We might wish to consider developing a single paper on community and 
personnel as interrelated issues. 

F. We should consider further and discuss with S. Fox the assignments for 
presentations and group staff on June 14. It was proposed that the central 
presentations be assigned as follows: 

1. Personnel -- Fox and Hochstein 

2. Community--Yanowitz 

3. J. Fox paper--Woocher 

G. We will postpone publishing an article in the CAJE Journal. 

H. A letter to CJF, lay and professional leaders, will be postponed until 
after June 14. At that time, we will consider sending it from Bill Berman. 

I. AJN will conduct his interviews with Mintz and Koschitzky over the 
telephone. 

J. This group is scheduled to meet again at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, May 25. 
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TO: Morton L. Mandel 
NAME 

FROM: r Henry L. Zucker 
~ME 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

I am pleased to endorse Barry Shrage ' s suggestion that Hillel be represented 
on the Commission and specifically that Richard Joel, the new international 
director, be the representative. However, before acting on the suggestion, I 
think we should take up the question of representation at the next meeting of 
our Commission Steering Committee on July 5th. 

I would accept the Steering Committee ' s advice on the suggestion. ( 

9~' 
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TO: Henry L. Zucker 
NAMC: 

FROM: Virginia F. Levi 
NM,;r ~ 

DATE: 7/17/89 

REPLYING TO 
OEPA~TMENT /PL.ANT LOCA TIO N O ~VAA TM( N1 /PLAN1 t..C)C..Atl()N YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: BUR.EAU DIRECTORS 

I spoke with Jonathan Woocher today about t:he Bureau Directors' meeting he 
attended early in June, as well as his thoughts for the November Bureau 
Directors' meeting. 

The June meeting was attended by 13 or 14 Bureau Directors . They expressed 
general interest in the work of the Commission, but other issues dominated the 
meeting and there was little discussion of Commission-related matters. Jon 
reminded me that this meeting occurred before the third Commission meeting, and 
he felt there was little of a concrete nature to report. 

When asked who should meet with Bureau Directors at their November meeting, Jon 
indicated that this depends on our goals for that meeting. If we wish simply 
to update Bureau Directors, he feels that he, Alvin Schiff, and Carol 
Ingall--all of whom will be there anyway--can make a report. Jon suggested 
that if we are seeking input or active involvement from Bureau Directors at 
that point, we might wish to have a staff person who is more familiar with how 
we might involve Bureau Directors (I would suggest an alternative: to bring 
Woocher up to date and ask him to take the lead.) 

Jon also indicated that there is a possibility that the Bureau presidents may 
hold a meeting in November. If so, he suggests that MLM or another top lay 
leader of the Commission be present. 
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DRAFT August 14, 1989 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACTS FOR COJENA 

ORGANIZATION 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5 . 

Bureau Directors 
Fellowship 

Denominational 
education 
commissions/ 
departments 

Planners 

AIHIJE 

COJEO 

PROPOSED CONTACTS 

Meeting with directors in 
Cincinnati (November 14); 
Input into papers (allow directors 
to organize a process); 
Input into rewriting of options 
papers (possibly by assigning 
directors to specific options) 

(Contingent on meetings with 
Schorsch, Lamm, Gottschalk); 
meeting with department directors 
and (if feasible) commission 
chairs; invitation to submit 
written statements on topics being 
addressed in report; Reform and 
Conservative departments to review 
and comment on draft of Reimer 
paper on role of synagogues 

Consult with CJF on possibility of 
meeting at GA; invitation to 
planners group to review and 
comment on papers dealing with 
community and leadership , plus 
community action sites and IJE 
proposals (process to be worked out 
by planners and CJF) 

Report and discussion of 10/23 
meeting at AIHIJE meeting of 10/29-
30; coordination of preparation of 
papers and Commission report 
sections on personnel with AIHIJE 
project on educator preparation 
(through Sara Lee); invitation to 
review and comment on papers f 
dealing with personnel training 

Ask Alvin Schiff to report on 
Commission at COJEO meeting and 
seek general feedback 



4,. 

'I "' . .. .. 

--FROM JWB 
,. PAGE. 002 

J l.lJ a 1 6 EA ST 28th ST R EE T , N E W VO R K , N . Y . 1 0 0 1 O · 1 S 7 0 

August 16, 1989 

To: Henry Zucker 

From: Arthur Rotman 

Pursuant to the discussion at the last meeting of the Seniors Policy 
Advisors, Jon Woocher, Marty Kraar and Art Rotman had a 
Conference Call and have come up with the following definition of 
Jewish education. 

Jewish education is a lifelong process of acquiring Jewish 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values. Its goals are to help 
individuals develop and reinforce positive Jewish identity, 
participate intelligently in Jewish life and to create the conditions 
for meanjngful Jewish continuity and a rich Jewish cultural life. 

Jewish education takes place in the home, synagogue, classroom, 
Center and wherever efforts are made to awaken and deepen the 
sense of Jewish belonging, to motivate the pursuit of Jewish 
knowledge and to give expression to Jewish beliefs, practices and 
values. 

:. 
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cc: Mark Gurvis 

TO: Henry L. Zucker FROM: NAMc Vir,ia F. Levi DATE: 9/18/89 
NAMC 

REPLYING TO 
OEPAATM ( N T/P"-ANT LOC ATIO N OEPARf M F N T/PLANl LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH SF AND AH 

Following are highlights of our conversation with Seymour and Annette of 
Monday, September 18. 

1. SF referred to the memorandum he had just faxed to Ml.Mand HLZ in 
preparation for a meeting with Charles Bronfman. 
,.,...._ 

' a. l I am to pull out reports of earlier interviews with Bronfman and 
,_/'--../ forward them to both of you to accompany the new memorandum. 

b. SF suggests a refinement of the "set-aside concept" to note that the 
starting point for funding depends on what a particular foundat ion is 
already doing in the area of Jewish education. It is hoped that this 
new commitment would go beyond the current commitment. He noted that 
Bronfman appears to be seeking direction for his support of the Israel 
experience and might welcome guidance. 

We are to send Seymour a copy of the Twersky letter when it has been sent. 

By Wednesday, September 20, Seymour and Annette will fax us a progress 
report in preparation for the October Commission meeting. This will 
include an action plan and from one to three appendices, possibly 
including (a) a description of the IJE, (b) a summary of the status of 
research, and (c) a description of community action sites. 

They ask that we respond as quickly as possible to the draft and will set 
a time for a telephone conference for late this week or early next week . /1,#-~ 
At that time, they would like to discuss the format for the October 23 ·~ 
Commission meeting and note that Aron and Davidson are available to make 
presentations, if we decide that this would be appropriate. 

Annette reported that she has been in conversation with Joe Reimer and 
that he will complete work on the option papers as soon as possible. She 
noted that the combining and rewriting of papers should take place after 
October 23. It was suggested that the new papers be ready to send in 
advance or distribute to commissioners on October 23. 

Seymour and Annette agree with us that Joe Reimer should conduct telephone 
interviews of his California commissioners and focus his energies on 
completion of the option papers and work on his research paper. 

We were asked our position on the Los Angeles Commission. You reported 
that MLM may call Barbie Weinberg. SF reported that I.A is anxious to be a 
community action site and reminded us of his earlier suggestion to invite 
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Summary of Telephone Conversation with SF and AH 
September 18, 1989 

Page 2 

Barbie Weinberg to a Commission meeting. He also noted that George Kaplan 
(LA Federation president) would like to meet with MLM. SF will be meeting 
with Steve Huberman and will fax us & report on that conversation. 

6. You reported that Steve Hoffman met with federation directors in New York 
last week and that they are anxious to be involved. You felt that this 
was a good beginning to our relationship with federations. 

7. SF ano AH reported that there will be no formal reports on research ready 
by October 23. They will have received informal reports on what Aron and 
Davidson are doing and their tentative direction and will share those with 
us. They suggest that it might be useful to report at the Commission 
meeting that research has been launched and for the two primary 
researchers to summarize the efforts they a~e undertaking and a time-table 
for completion of this research. We should let commissioners have input 
in shaping the research. 

/ 
, 8. )You suggested that a review of SF and All's recommendations for a market 

~'-.__/ study be postponed for our next meeting with senior policy advisors. SF 
(i,J.,µ will notify us whether to plan to use the language in his fax on research 
v ~ or some new formulation which he will provide. 

9. With respect to the Isa Aron proposed budget, Seymour suggests that 
Annette talk with Sara Lee regarding the use of HUC computers and 
telephones in order to reduce the proposed budget. 

10. SF will be on vacation beginning September 27 until he arrives in the 
United States sometime between October 16 and October 18. 
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cc: Mark Gurvis 
Virginia F. Levi 

TO: Morton L. Mandel FROM: Henr DATE: 10/2/89 
NAMC NI\Mt 

REPLYING TO 
t)('"PARfM(N1Jl•L.ANl l.UCA110N Ut PAM tMr ... ,,rt AN1 l.OC Att U N YOUR MEMO OF: _ _ _ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Here are some ideas I would like to see discussed at the October 23rd 
Commission meeting. Some of them could be used in your opening statement. 
Others might be introduced in the discussion period. 

Community/Financing Section 

There is a consensus among Commission members that the time is ripe for a major 
move forward in the field of Jewish education. To take advantage of this 
opportunity requires an input of a substantial amount of new money. \Jhile some 
believe that not all of our problems will be solved with more money , it seems 
clear that substantially more money is needed to effect needed changes and to 
energize the field of Jewish education. At this point, there is only a vague 
idea of how much new money is needed. There are questions about what should be 
the sources of funding, and where the new monies should be allocated to achieve 
the most beneficial results. 

The following propositions should be evaluated by the Commission and by its 
follow-up mechanisms: 

1. The bulk of the new monies will need to come from foundations and families 
with a special interest in Jewish education; and from federations on behalf 
of the organized Jewish communities. 

2. The foundations and private family sources should be a primary source for 
near - term funding to give the forward movement a quick start, and to 
demonstrate where the best investments can be made in Jewish education. 
Substantial funding by foundations and private families will be needed, and 
should be projected for a period of at least 5 to 10 years. Federations 
and the organized Jewish community should be looked to for near-term 
funding , and should be viewed as carrying primary responsibility for 
long-term improvement in the Jewish community's investment in Jewish 
education. 

3. Prevailing and anticipated conditions are a cause for hope that substantial 
additional funding can be made available. There has been a rapid growth of 
foundations and family charitable funds. This is a recent development in 
Jewish philanthropy. There is strong evidence that this growth will 
continue, both in the resources of existing foundations, and in the 
development of new foundations. The challenge will be to develop ideas and 
programs which will appeal to foundation principals and trustees, and to 
use their funds in a manner to inspire confidence. 

Plans are under way to meet with foundation principals and others to 
ascertain the extent of their interest and their willingness to 
participate. 
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4. Obtaining substantial new funds from federations presents a more 
complicated problem. Federations are under pressure now to supply 
substantial new funds in other directions (i.e., Russian immigration), and 
current fundraising campaigns are not producing sufficient additional 
funds. On the other hand, federation leaders are very concerned about 
Jewish continuity and Jewish education, and are placing a higher and higher 
value on them. There has been a steady growth of support for Jewish 
education, and it appears that Jewish education will continue to have an 
increasing priority in distribution of campaign proceeds. There is a 
strong probability, too, that as federations get more deeply involved in 
basic studies of Jewish continuity and Jewish education, ways will be found 
to produce additional funds. Also, in recent years, federations have 
experienced a rapid growth of endowment funds, and these funds continue to 
grow at a good pace. Endowment funds and family foundations should be a 
rich source of funding for local programs. At least one major federation 
has already put together a multi - million dollar special fund for Jewish 
education. The process of developing community action sites should result 
in several models of local financing of major Jewish education initiatives. 

Informal discussions have been held with individual federation leaders, 
including small meetings with federation executives and with federation 
planners. The Chairman of the Commission is scheduled to meet with the 
presidents, executives, budget and planning chairmen and endowment chairmen of 
all the federations on November 17th. It is too early to make a judgment of 
when and how much additional support will be forthcoming from federations. It 
seems c lear , however, that at least some federations will make an impor tan t 
step forward in funding Jewish education , and that forward movement is likely 
to accelerate during the next S to 10 years. 

Questions: 

1. Should there be a dollar goal for our appeal to foundations? If so, how 
much? 

2. Should there be challenge funds available nationally to stimulate local 
communities to raise funds for their local program? 

3. Should there be created a national endowmen t for Jewish education? 
What financial resources should it command? 

4. Should the use of nationally controlled funds be concentrated in a few 
local action sites, or should they be available to any community or 
organization which has a competitive idea? 

S. Can nationally controlled funds be used for both local action sites and for 
continental interventions in critical areas (training, research, media, 
etc.)? 

6. Should family foundations contribute to a central fund which selects the 
recipient organizations; or should they fund directly the programs in which 
they have a special interest? If funding is to be determined directly by 
each foundation, should we ask each foundation to reserve a specific sum 
for Commission-recommended programs? 
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TO : Virginia F. Levi FROM: Morton L. Mandel DA TE : 10/10/89 

REPLY ING TO 
...,AME N A ME 

O EPA~ T MENT" "Pt.AN T t..OCA TION O E:P.O., q TMEN f 1PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

This will summarize a conversation I had with Dr. Fred Gottschalk in New York 
on September 29 . We met for lunch, and were together from about 12: 30 to 2:30 . 
During that time, I br-ought Dr . Gottschalk up to speed on the activities of the 
Commission, and he was quite inter-ested. Regrettably, he will not be able to 
attend our meeting on October 23, because that is the same day as an all-day 
meeting of his Board . 

The general thrust of our discussion was how we best could interface the Rabbis 
in the movement, particularly with regard to those who are interested in the 
Jewish educational aspect . 

At the outset of our discussion, Fred felt that we were doing pretty well 
working with him, but as the conversation progressed, he agreed that it might 
make a lot of sense to convene a group of about ten , who would represent the 
various aspects of the reform educational apparatus , as well as the appropriate 
members of the rabbi nate . This work group would, of course , include Rabbi Dan 
Syme. We agreed that such a meeting would be held most appropriately in December-, 
January or Februa.ry, and that he and I will coordi nate as to when we would do 
this . 

Essentially, this meeting would be an opportunity to bring this group up to date 
with regard to the Commission , and also give them the opportunity to input their 
ideas to the Commission. It was hoped that, by this connection, we will at least 
get them feeling that we ar-e concerned with their react i ons , and want to enlist 
their assistance . 

As a further- idea , we thought it might make sense for me to contact Rabbi Alex:J 
chindler directly, in view of his leadership position with the Union of American 
ebrew Congregations . 

Fred was extremely supportive of the Corrmission work, and wants to do everything 
he possibly can to facilitate our objectives . He is solidly behind all that we 
are doing . 
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Morton L. Mandel 
TO: ___ ~H~e~n~r~y.,_L=-=-·-=Z=u~c=k~e~r'---- FROM: ,-,-__ M_a_r_k_G_u_rv_i_s_1tef ____ _ DA TE: --=10.::....</--=2=5L-/8..:.._;9:....._ __ 

REPLYING TO 
NAMC N A MC 

OEPAA TMEN T/PLANT LOCATI ON OE PAR TM£ NT/ f'LAN T LOCA110 N YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: PROGRAMMATIC OPTIONS 

Following the senior policy advisors meeting on Tuesday, SF, AH, JR and I met 
briefly to discuss where we go next on the programmatic options. I had come 
away from the meeting with the understanding that SF and AH had an assignment 
to refine a collapsed list of programmatic areas, but that we would not convene 
the kind of small working groups on specific program areas proposed during the 
meeting. AH felt that there was a mandate to move ahead with that kind of 
process in order to complete their assignment. We agreed that I would check 
with you, and that we would be prepared to move ahead as follows: 

1. SF and AH will collapse the list of program areas. 

2. Of the remaining areas there are five that CAJE could be helpful with 
(early childhood, family education , adult education, media, and the 
supplementary and congregational school); several fall within the domain of 
the overall report and need not be addressed separately (personnel, 
community, research, etc.); one Annette can handle outright (Israel 
experience); and others would require some other process of refinement, as 
yet undetermined. 

3. The proposed process with CA.JE is that we communicate to CAJE limits of 
time and expense and focus on only five at this time. We would work with 
CA.JE to identify work groups of three people maximum in each area who would 
come to Cleveland on December 4th and 5th for a two-day work session. They 
would complete their refinement within that work period or shortly 
thereafter. Although CA.JE would by and large suggest the participants, we 
would be free to suggest other names (in consultation with SF, JR, JW, and 
AR). 

4. This would coincide with a meeting of researchers in Cleveland (Aron, 
Davidson, Reimer, Fox, Hochstein, with an invitation extended to 
professional members of the Commission and senior policy advisors). Thus, 
Fox and Hochstein are available to open and close the two-day process with 
CA.JE and otherwise spend the time on that Monday and Tuesday with the 
researchers. The meeting with researchers will need to take place 
regardless of whether or not we proceed with CAJE. 

5. JR and MG would meet with Eliot Spack and Betsy Katz from CAJE at the 
General Assembly in Cincinnati to complete the details of the two-day 
meeting in Cleveland. Prior to this, invitations would have been extended 
to participants. This means the invitational list would have to be 
negotiated out with Katz and Spack by the end of next week. 
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6. Since the researchers and senior policy advisors will have to meet anyway 
in Cleveland during that time frame, the additional cost of this approach 
is bringing fifteen to twenty people to Cleveland for two days. 

I believe this process will help us produce a good product on the programmatic 
areas. It will only address five, and we may need to do something similar in 
another four to seven areas. However, we will need to move quickly to take 
advantage of Seymour's and Annette•s next trip in December. 

Please advise. 



MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT : 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein 

Mark Gurvisl/rl{j 

October 30, 1989 

Involvement of Commissioners 

During the recent Commission meeting, I made some notes on particular 
commissioners who were expressing interest in specific areas of the 
Commission's work. We might want to keep track of these in order to 
preprocess some of the recommendations before the February/March 
Commission meeting. Doing this might help raise the level of commissioner 
involvement and investment in the recommendations. 

Best Practice -- John Colman, David Dubin, Florence Melton, and Esther 
Leah Ritz all focused their comments in the plenary session heavily on 
issues related to best practice. 

Community Action Sites Bob Hiller spoke to the issue of community 
action sites in the small group session and evidenced a clear 
understanding of how such sites could be developed. He might be very 
helpful in testing out the l anguage in the recommendations on community 
action sites . 



MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Virginia F. Levi, 
Henry L. Zucker 

Mark Gurvis ~ 

November 2, 1989 

A local Cleveland leader, Joe Shafran, recently shared the attached 
article with me. I thought you might find it of interest. 
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. ~HE WALL STIU:£T J OURNAL TUESDAY, ()CTOBER 24. 1989 
... -

· · /Edu~ation Reforms That Po arid Don't Work 
': 

Dy IRVINC KAL'rn>t. 

· ... 

Why can't we trach our chlklrtn t.o 
.I rud. wrllt and rtckon? lrs not U•at we 

• • don 'I k~ow how to. bt'causc we do. It's tb.11 
we don l want 10. And lhc reason we don't 
wanl to Is l11;u elfectlvt tducaUon would 
require us to relinquish some cherl.$htd 
metaphyslcnl bcllcrs abou1 human 1131urt 
In f:C'neral and the human nature or ym•ni: 
rc-0111e tn partlcular. as wen As 10 1•101,ie 
some dll'rtshed vested lnterws. ThrSC' bt
llcls sodomln:uc our cducallunal cslablish· 
ment. our media. our polilldans. and even 
our parents that It seems 11hnos1 blasphe
mous to challen,te thenL 

, : I .. :. 

llcre Is an l'xample. Ir I were 1u :t5k a 
sample or Amc.-rican parents. "Uo you wish 
tht- elementary schools to rncoura,:e cre
atl\'lt)• In your chllclrcn?" lhe near·Ull3nl
mous answc.-r would be .... \' ts. or course:· 
But whal do we mt'an. sr,ccllically. by 
"creatlrlly"? No onP can s;iy. In pr:ic-llcc. 
It ends up lx'lng <'<111:ited with a "S<•ll·cx· 
prcssiol1'' that encoura,:cs the youn,:strrs· 
··sen-estttm." TI•e result Is n generallon 
or young pe011le whose l&n<>rance and Intel· 
ltttual mcom(1c.'trnce Is match<!d only by 
their ,:ood opinion or themselves. I .. 

·1 
:1 

• 4 
l 
\ .. , 
I 

·l 
:., 

A Rom:tnlic Rebellion 
The ..-1ao1e notJon or "crtall•ny" In edu· 

cation v.•as land is I part and parcel or a ro
mantic rebellion against dtSciplined In· 
struclion. which was <and Is I regarded as 
··authorlUrlan:· a repression and frustra· 
lion or the latent talents and the wonderful, 
If as yet undefined. potentialities inherent 
In the souls or all our children. It Is nol 
surpristn: that parents rind this romantic 
extravagance so aurac1h·e. 

fortunalely. t!1ese =ie p;irt'nts do 
v.-ant thrir chfldrcn to l:'Cl a decent educa· 
lion a.s tradlllon:\lly undtrstood. and they 
have enough common sense to know what 
that demailds. 'their commitmenl to "ere· 
aU1ity" cannot survive adolrscr111 illlter· 
acy. American education·s future will be 
detemdntd by the d('l:'ree lo which we-all 
or us-allow this cu111mon St'll5(' 10 11r<'v:oll 
over the llhL~lons that "'<' al~ sh:irr. 

The rduc:111011 rstat,llsl1111e111 wlU rl~hl 
ac-alnst mwnon sense every inch or the 
way. The reasons are comµlex. but one 
simple reason OUl:'ht no< to be undcrrsli· 
mated. "Progre.ss•ve C'<luc:uion" •as ll "·as 
once callt'd I Is far 111<>re lntl'r~t111~ ~nd 
:i,:reeable to te:ichcrs lhan Is d•scipllncd 
lnslructlon. 

II Is nice for teachrrs to lhink thry are 
e.ngaged In "personality developmrnr- and 
l'ven nicer to nunlrnizc th~ Irksome tests 
will\ often dlsappolnUnc rtSUlts. II also 
pro11des teachers with :i sufM'rior sell·den
nltlon as a "profession.'' since lllt'Y will 
have passed courses In educational psy
chology and educational philosophy. I my· 
self took sucJt courses in colle~e.1hinki11~ I 
mlcht end up a schoollc3cJ1cr. They could 

.. . 

au fairly be drscrllJed as ··p3p" courses. 
But It Is unl:ilr to dump on ttacht'rs. :is 

dlsUnct from lht educational establish· 
lllfflt. I kno..- many scboolltachtrs and. on 
lbe "·bolt. they arc seriously commlllcd lo 
COnsclentlous tt:icbint. Thty 013)' not be 
amoni the "IJeS1 and brl,:hlcst" of thrir 
C~ratlon-thrre are Vl'ry Irv.· such pro
ple, by clt-flnlllon. But thry nPCd nnt be 10 
do their Jobs wtll. \'t'S, ,..e all un rt111rm· 
brr onr Of' two truly lnsplrlnt te!lchrrs 
from our scbool days. Bui our tducatlon 
proc~ at the h:inds or those others, 
who wrre merely competrnt and conscicn· 
Uous. In this stnse. :1 teachf'r c:in bl' com· 
p;irf'd to onc·s f:untly doctor. If ht' wrre 
btUllant. he prob.ibly would nol bt' .1 lam· 
lly doctor In tht' first 11lacc. If he is comtl!'· 
ttnt and C011SCle.ntlous. he serves us well. 

Our 1c:1chers are not !In hn(lOrt:1111 fac· 
tor In our f(lucat1onal crisis. Whether lilt!)' 

iovernors· confcrenc, on l'duc:ilton. Gov. 
8111 Clanton or Ark3nSJS announcrd lh:il 
"!his country nerds a comp, rhrnsi-, child· 
devrlopment Jl()hcy ror chlldrrn undt'r 
fll·e:· A comprehcnsh·, dt'•el<•pment f'OI· 
ky for covernors over 30 would st-em to be 
a more press Int need. Wh.,t C-.o,·. ChnlOfl Is 
advocat111i. In ,rrrct, Is extrndini: !hr l'du· 
ullonal sysarm down 10 thr 1•re klmlrr~>r· 
ll'n )'tars. \\'hrthc'r drslrabk' or tKll. this Is 
a cl1lld·c.ire procram. not an l'ducatlonal 
pro:,am. We kno11, that Tery early upo
surt lo scboolln: Improves pcrrom1anct In 
lhe first ii-ad~ but :11trnurd the d1lltr· 
ence Is quickly wasltC'd away. 

Let us sum up wtut ,..r do know alloot 
education and about tltosr education re· 
fom1s that do •'Ork and c1on·1 • ·ork : 

• .. Parcnral 1n1,o/t:r111rn1·· ,s n hnd 
idra. Parents arr too likrly to blame 
schools ror lilt! tducat1onal l111111a1m11s of 

Board of Contributors 

Locally elected school boards, especially in our larxcr 
cities, become tlie prey of ambitious, generally corrupt, a11d 
invariably demagogic politicians or would·be politicians. 

are or are not underpaid Is a problem ot 
equity: It Is no( an educational problem. It 
Is silly hbtl on our teachers to lhlnk tllt!y 
ll'Ollld educate our ch1klren better II only 
llll'y got a rew thousand dollars a yt':ir 
more. II Is the kind or hbel IM tnchtrs' 
unions don't mind sprcadln,t. ror lllelr ou11 
narrow purposes. It Is also lite kind ol hbel 
J10hllcians find userul. since ii hel(lS them 
strike a friendly posture on Ix-hall or an 
Important conslltuency. Bui thrre Is not 
one shred or fl'idc.-nct that oilier things bl'· 
Ing equ:il. salary dlllrrent1als result m t'd· 
ucational d1Uercn113Js. If tht're •·pre such 
tvi<knce. )·ou can br sure you v.·ould l1a •e 
J1c:ird or u. 

II ..-r "'Isla lo br srrh~•s al~,ut Allll·t lcan 
rduc:itl011. we k1101o1· rxaclly wt131 10 do
and. Just .\S lm(lOrt:int. what not lo do. 
Tbere are m.iny successful schools scat· 
trrl'd throughout this nation. some or l11rn1 
In the (100rt'St ol i:hrllos. :ind llH'y are :ill 
srndlnc us the s.,11,.. 11H'SS.1~e. l:on,·rrsrly. 
!here are the 111:ijurlty or unsuccc•sslul 
schoOls. and we know Winch eUnrts at tdu· 
catlonal rrform are doomt'd beforehand. 
We really do know all u-e ~ed to know. Ir 
only we could asshnllate this knov.-Jed,te 
Into our tblnkinc. 

In lhls rt'spec1. It would be helpful U our 
1101itical leaders were mute. ralht r than el· 
oqucntly "concerned.'' They a rt' lne,·1tably 
Inclined to echo the con,enllooal p.,p, 
since lhis is tht leas! contro,·ersial option 
that Is open to them. Thus at the recent 

their children. Parents should be lnwlvcd 
with their chlldren·s educa1ion al homt', 
not In school. They should Stt to It 11131 
their kids don't play lrvant: they should 
mue certain that Ille children sprnd 
tnou~h linlt' dom: hotn!"A·ork: lht)' sltould 
scnitmlze till' rrrort cud. If J':lrrllls are 
d1ssa11shed •1th a school, lhry should ha•e 
tbe option or sv.llclunc to ano1hrr. 

• ··co11111111nrt11 inn1lt-r,11rnt" 1s mr 
rt'ta U'Orst tdra: llcrt. the l'~rrrarnct" or 
Ne,r York Clly Is dec1sl\·r. l.11(':tll)' <'l1•r11•d 
school bo:lrds. flr«ially In nur l:tttrr cit· 
les. l>C'comt tht rrry of a111blt11111s. ,:rnrr· 
ally corrurll. ;ind ln\'arl.•bly 1J,-111.•1:uc•c lo 
c:tl pollltcl:tns or ,,,outd t,,- 1••ht1c1.111<. Nc•w 
York Is In thr procrss nl 1,y111~ 10 lli<<'n 
cace llSl'lf lrom a 20 )l'Jr-old c111111111t1111·nt 
to this system er schuol ,:o,1•rna11ce. r,en 
as Cblca=o and other c11tts are mo,·ani: to 
Institute It. 

• '" 1110,J sr,,trs. 1nr-rrn~u,11 rr}lrtt,ft· 
turrs on rdurnt,on. in uur rune 11I ( u, um· 
Sinners. tnll prol>nlJly mnJ,r thrnq< u orsr. 
1101 brttrr. Tht rrason Is s1111plc: Educ:i· 
lion lakt'S place In the classru11111. v. here 
the ln0uence or monry is minimal. 

Ot'<adl'S of e11uca••on.'ll res,,:irch 1ell us 
unequh·ocally thal e•·en smJllcr classes 
ha\'e zero tUtcl on thr academic l'Ctlurm· 
ance ol the pup1ls-thou::h thry 111:ir so111r · 
limes bt' desirable lor otl•rr n·a~ ns. 1 IIC" 
ncw monty rro,.·s Into the :ihrad~· 1011· 
lteavy ad111l11istrall•<' ~truclure. "Inch bus· 
It's It.self pllinr more :ind 111orr r•:tprr wurk 

on lhe trachc'rs. Thtre ts ntlther m) 
nor paradox In the fact 1h31 as educit, 
exrcnditures tin real terms• h:1Ve ; 
creased sharply ln the past quJrter-o, : I 
century-we now sf'('lld ui«e rcr pu1 1 
than any other country In U11• world-edu· 
callon:il pcrfom1:uice t,.u declined. Thit Is 
ll•r IC:t)' the sys•.-m works. 

• S,udrllls shtJuld 11101/t' •P /hr t'dMCll· 
1,onnl lntldrr n< rht,r nn1dr1111r p,;trnlrnl 
ol/ou·s. No student sllOllld be ptrmltted lo 
bl' iraduated lrom elementary school with· 
out havlnt m:a.stered the 3 R·s :it tht level 
th:tt prrvalled 20 yr.ars a~o. This ntt'ans .·a 
"tr3cklnt.'· "·host main purr~•:14' Is k'ss to 
f'Crmlt tht' i:trted youncs1trs to flourish 
tlhou~h that Is cle,rly drslrablr I than to 
ensurt th.it tlw- less tlllcd ~rt the ltf'CtS· , 
sary ~roundan~ lor rurthrr study or lur tn· 
trnntt 1111' modern v.orkl nf "·ork. Thf' no-
tn>n lh:ll tr:1ck•n,: Is srnu<'how "und<'IIK>
cratlc"' Is at*urd. Tllf' 1•1rf'USC or l'duca· 
tton Is to rucoura~I' )'OllllC rnrn ind •'Ol11en 
to realize IIH"ir full ;academlc f>0tenlbl. No 
ont- In bis rl=ht mind actually believes lh:it 
wt all ha,·r an rqual 3f:ldrmlc potential. 

• II u ll('nrrallv drsiral,/r lo U$1' oldrr 
trr11Jooh :.111nn11 of thrm. olnJ, out of 
pnnt- rnthrr than nrll'!'r onrs. The lallrr 
are modish. lrtndy, oflrn downrliht silly. 
and at best lnsubstan1lal. Tiity art based 
on dubious l'S)·cholo,:icnl and soclologlcal 
lllt!ofies ratlier than on educ:it~I txptrl· 
ence. Ont of lhe reJSOns American stu· 
dents do so poorly In n13lb ttsts. :is com· 
pared with Dnlish, f'rench, German or 
JaJ>lnrs.- sl~nts. Is the lnlluenct of the 
··Nrw Math" on American textbooks and 
teachint mtlhods. 
l'rlnclpals With Au thority 

Anyone 1o1l,o ... ants to 3flprrclalf' JuSI 
how bizarre !his situation ls-11·1lh students 
v.·ho ra11·1 :idd or subtract "k•arnlnf' the 
cnncrriual basis or 111ath1•111atical tlu-ory
shoukl rr:id 1hr artlrle by C:lltb Nelson 
1hn11srll a rt'crnt math 111:1jur at llarv:1rd I 
In tlu• Nu••·• u• .. r A11•r1k:1n SJ•-<:ta•ur. 

• AluM ,.,,,.,,1,on1 11/ 111/, $t /11,-,ls shuul,/ 
luwr '"'"""'Ifs u 1th n lur(I(' 111m,,arr of 
n11thont.u twrr tlir /nr11ll.v. thr rurnru/11111, 
1111d 0/11111111,rs of stutlrat duc,plmr. Stll(j>; 
aflt'r study-thr 11111st rt'Ctnt rro111 the 
lln~•ki11,:< l11<•l111tm11- It'll~ u< lh:tl ti..- l,rst 
sr hoqf,i; :111• llfff";.I" l h:ll :11 •• ln·r ur fJllbttlf' 

lnt,-rh·n·ur c- :rnd :an• coH·no-d l,r n fNf1i\tf· 
lul h,•ad \\'1th lhat :,uthonty. ul course. 
i:<o('S an 1111:1111h1cu11us :1c·cnunt.1llihly. 
Schools that ar.- stnl<'llm·d in this 11·a)' pro· 
ducc.- studrnts 11·1111 hi,:h,r 1nor:ilt 3nd so· 
l't'rlor :1c:1d•·1111c (11'rloni•:1ncr. Tl•is Is :, 
r~c1 - t1111u~h. In 1·ww of all 1hr h'alhrrs 
!hat arr rurrted by tins fact . It Is n<>I sur· 
prmn: that UtK' hl'MS so hule about It. 

,1/r. Xnsrul. mt Amrrwnn 1:111rr11ri.<r In · 
stllutr frl/otr. cu r,/,ts Thr /'11b/1c /11trrrsl 
n111I fl•lil,shrs 11,r N111wn1d 1,11rrrsl . 
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TO: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Virginia F. Levi, 
Henry L. Zucker 

FROM: Mark Gurvis 

DATE: 11/20/89 

I thought that you would be interested to see what is developing at the 
University of Michigan. 

Attachment 
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A Publication of Project STaR: Service, Training and Research in Jewish Communal Development 

Close Ties and the New Synergism 
"No other Jewish community across the country will have 
as close a tie with a major research university," predicts 
Conrad Giles. outgoing President of the Detroit Jewish 
Federation. "Through Project STaR. we are looking for a 
series of research, training and technical assistance in
volvements that will provide direct benefits to the Federa
tion and its member agencies and serve as a model for 
other communities.· 

"Detroit has an enormously successful resource forty 
miles away. It would be shortsighted not to take advan
tage of it," notes Marty Kraar, currently Chief Executive 
of the Council of Jewish Federations and recently CEO of 
the Detroit Federation. Giles and Kraar found receptive 
partners in Dean Harold Johnson and Professor Ar
mand Lauffer at The University of Michigan School of 
Social Work. 

"You can't expect local agencies to have fully developed 
R and D capacities," agrees Robert Aronson, the Feder
ation's new Executive Vice President. "We are looking for 
a new synergism. a way of bringing the best of the com
munity's and the campus' resources together so as to 
solve long standing problems. The University has the 
capacities to do the things the community could not du
plicate without extraordinary Investment.· 

We are looking ... for a way of bringing the 
community's and the campus• resources 
together so as to solve long standing 
problems. 
Robert Aronson 

That synergism has already begun in a series of subpro
jects. described in these pages. They range from re
search and technical assistance on Jewish education, to 
staff and board development. 

"The University has for a long time been the recipient of 
the Jewish community's largesse and vision,· points out 
Todd Endelman, William Haber Professor of Jewish 
History and Director of The Frankel Center for Judaic 
Studies. "Project STaR not only expands the range of 
faculty and researchers dealing with Jewish communal 
issues, but provides us with a new vehicle for providing 
service.· 

Harold Johnson explains that ·our partnership with the 
Detroit Jewish community can serve as a model for work 
with other ethnic and religious communities. It articulates 
well with (University) President Duderstadt's definition of 
the Michigan Mandate which calls for nothing less than 
transforming the University into a paradigm of diversity 
and pluralism.· "ST aR also fits into the School's move 

The University has for a long time been the 
recipient of the Jewish community's 
largesse and vision. 
Todd Endelman 

towards establishing a series of research centers." Indi
cates Professor Charles Garvin, chair of the School's 
Strategic Planning Committee, "and provides a base for 
creating a more comprehensive center for the voluntary 
sector." 

Michael Brooks. B'nai B'rith Hillel Director at The UofM 
thinks that Project STaR provides another kind of uniqu~ 
opportunity. "Everyone agrees that the campus is a criti
cal area for the future of the Jewish community. There 
are an estimated 400,000 Jewish young men and women 
on North American college campuses, yet there is no 
place that specifically prepares students for careers in 
carr:ipus work." says Brooks, referring to a grant applica
tion to the Wexner Foundation. 

Jointly prepared by representatives of the School of So
cial Work, the Judaic Studies Center, Hillel, and the Fed
eration. it proposes creation of a campus-wide certificate 
program in Judaic Studies and Jewish Communal Ser
vice. When combined with a professional degree, the 
program will prepare graduate students for professional 
and lay leadership roles in campus and community set
tings. 

Project STaR was initiated in June of 1988 with a 3-year, 
$120,000 start-up grant from the Max M. Fisher Jewish 
Community Foundation of the United Jewish Charities in 
Detroit. 

Abstracted in part from an article by Susan Ludmer-Gliebe, for the 

Detroit Jewish News, March 31 , 1989 
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STaR Trek-- Facing The Future 

Seventy staff members of Columbus Ohio Jewish 
communal service agencies recently spent a day 
together travelling to the future and designing new inter
agency programmatic linkages via a simulation game. 

"If you have an idea of where you are going," says Meryl 
Weisman, Director of Operations at the Columbus 
Jewish Federation, "it becomes easier to design the steps 
you take to get there. That's what made the Project STaR 
futuring workshop so useful.· 

·1 particularly enjoy using futuring tools," says Armand 
Lauffer, referring to new planning and simulation 
techniques created by STaR staff, "because they help 
people break out of their current mindsets as their 
creative interplay leads to the generation of new ideas.· 

STaR staffers are often on-the-road, treking to communi
ties in the U.S. and abroad. While in Jerusalem recently, 
lauff er consulted with former Deputy Mayor Lotte 
Saltzberger on the integration of futuring techniques into 
the Municipality's proposed strategic planning process. 
COMPACTS (a COMmunity flanning and ACTion .,Simu
lation) and other games designed by University of Michi
gan faculty are currently. being used by the community 
work division of the Israel Ministry of labor and Social 
Affairs and a number of community centers. 

Lauffer also recently conducted two training sessions for 
members of AJCOP (Association of Jewish Community 
Organizatiort Professionals) at the Boca Raton meetings 
of the Conference of Jewish Communal Service. and led 
a teaching session on ·competent supervision· at the 
Wor1d Conference of Jewish Communal Service. Daniel 
Steinmetz Ms lectured on the impact of Jewish 
schooling in Los Angeles and Boston. 

Rising STaRs 
Recent School of Social Work graduates have rapidly 
moved Into positions of leadership in Jewish communal 
service. After doing a management practicum in the 
Jewish Family Service, Carla Mintz, worked at the Michi
gan Anti-Defamation League and is now Planning Associ
ate at the Jewish Welfare Federation. Marian Friedman 
is on assignment with the Neighborhood Project. Pat 
Milner is Building Manager for the Jewish Federation 
Apartment's new complex on Ten Mile Road. Jerri Litt is 
the Social Worker and Assistant Facilities Director at 
Prentis T ewers. 

Shelly Milan had barely completed her field placement 
at the Jewish Federation before she was hired to work on 
the Campaign and in the Women's Division. After com-

Advice and Advocacy 

"It's more than an Advisory Committee." believes Michael 
Berke, Executive Director of the Detroit Jewish Welfare 
Federation. "I see it more as a _partnership ~dvocacy 
_committee· referring to DA-PAC. the _Qetroit-~rea _profes
sional~dvisory _committee to Project STaR. "The partner
ship is already In full swing," continues Berke, chairman 
of the group which includes three Federation adminis
trators and four agency CEO's. 

"By establishing criteria for selecting visiting scholars, we 
guided Project STaR's recruitment of Professors Zev 
Klein and Allan Hoffman to Michigan." Both are on sab
batical from the Hebrew University where Klein served as 
Dean of the School of Education and Hoffman Is Director 
of the Melton Center for Jewish Education in the Dias
pora. Klein is currently consulting with the Federation's 
Committee. on Jewish Education, chaired by Joel 
Tauber. 

Perhaps nowhere is the partnership better expressed 
than In the first Executive Seminar (see story on Boiledfr
ogism). "The two themes that r.eappeared at each ses
sion,· Berke reports, -was the concern for building on the 
already pr<XJuctlve working relationships between execu
tives and board members, and the need to more effec
tively recruit, retain, and t rain agency staff of the highest 
quality. Both are Issues we'll be working on together with 
Project STaR." 

pleting her summer block placement at the Federation. 
Michelle Blumenberg organized a Jewish Student's Or
ganization at Eastern Michigan University. She is now 
Program Director · of the University of Michigan Hillel 
Foundation. 

Catherine Tick moved west to become the Youth Super
visor and Camp Director for the Marin County JCC. 
Nancy Friedman-Reed created a resource file on all the 
membership organizations of the Conference of Jewish 
Communal Service before moving to Chicago with her 
husband. Aliza Orent is Supervisor of Youth Programs 
at the Minneapolis JCC and will soon be joining her family 
in Israel. Elayna Tait is a new Campaign Associate with 
the Fort Lauderdale Jewish Welfare Federation. 

2 
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Bringing It All Together--A Staff Profile 

"The timing was right,· recalls Armand Lauffer. "It was the 
right time for me personally, for the University, and for the 
Federation. I'd been looking for a vehide to integrate my 
commitments to the development of the American Jewish 
community with my academic and research interests. 
The University was in the midst of a~iculating its renewed 
commitment to diversity and cultural pluralism. The 
Detroit Federation's lay leadership was deeply involved in 
raising funds for the building of the new Mandell Berman 
Jewish Student Center and endowment support for the 
Frankel Judaic Studies Center." 

Marty Kraar. recalling how they had discussed the 
possibility of a Center at Michigan in Lauffer's Jerusalem 
apartment, notes, "I was impressed by how well Armand 
understood us (referring to the Federation and other 
Jewish Communal Service agencies)." "Marty's always 
complimentary,· shrugs Lauffer. "The truth is I've been 
knocking around the community for quite a few years, 
and have had many impressive role models,· referring to 
Detroit's Irwin Shaw. and California's Gerald Bubis. 

Some Detroiters may remember "Avi" Lauffer as the first 
program worker at the Ten Mile branch of the Jewish 
Community Center in 1956. "It was a great time for 
innovation," he recalls, describing how the field behind 
the center was transformed into a kibbutz during the day 
camp season. 

Shortly after Avi married Detroiter Rickie Lupovitch, they 
moved to Los Angeles where he coordinated an 
experimental youth program at the West Side JCC before 
moving on to becoming Youth Program Supervisor at the 
Long Beach center. During this time he directed camp 
weekend programs for Reform congregations and taught 
at the University of Judaism. 

Following brief stints as a Specialist in Aging at the 
Jewish Family Service of Long Beach and then at JFS in 
Detroit, Lauffer completed his Doctorate in Social 
Planning at Brandeis University. In 1968, Lauffer 
accepted an appointment at Michigan as Director of the 
Program for Continuing Education in the Human 
Services. He has directed more than 20 research and 
training projects in Israel and the U.S., and has published 
near1y two dozen books. Recent titles include: Strategic 
Marketing: Grantsmanship and Fund Raising: Working in 
Social Work; Careers. Colleagues. and Conflicts; 
Assessment Tools; and Understanding Your Social 
Agency. 

Lauffer currently serves on a UofM Faculty Committee on 
Government Affairs, was recently chairman of the School 
of Social Work's Curriculum Committee. A board 
member of Washtenaw County's Federation, he has also 
been active in a number of Detroit Federation 
committees. including the Commission on Identity and 
Affiliation, the Israel and Overseas Committee, and the 
Demographic Studies Committee. He was one of the 
Federation's delegates to the Jewish Agency meetings in 
Jerusalem last summer. 

For a number of years, Lauffer has divided his time be
tween Ann Arbor and Israel where he spent a year as a 
Fulbright Scholar at Haifa University, and taught three 
years at the Hebrew University. He has consulted with 
the JDC and the Municipality of Jerusalem, and 
conducted management training programs for several 
Israel government agencies. 

In 1986, he represented the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services in an effort to promote binational 
research on self-help as part of a memorandum of 
understanding between both governments. Lauffer's 
family members are no less involved in Jewish communal 
life. Both Rickie and son Josh are teachers at the Ann 
Arbor Hebrew Day School. Daughter Tamar and her 
family live in Jerusalem. 
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Who is A(nother) Jew? 

"It's the first research of its kind." explains Lauren Liss, 
chair of the Study Advisory Committee to Project STaR's 
team that Is exploring the Impact of Jewish schooling on 
the attitudes. of children to other Jews. "Not only have 
there been few enough evaluative studies on Jewish edu
cation, but hardly anyone has looked at how schooling 
impacts on how Jewish children view each other. 

' "VIie approached Michigan with the idea of this study, 
because we felt that there was an urgent need to improve 
the community's ability to understand how it could help 
its schools deal with intra-Jewish relations· points out 
David Gordis, Vice President of the University of Judaism 
and Director of the Susan and David Wilstein Institute of 
Jewish Policy Studies. "VIie were well aware of the 
University's reputation as a research institution, and we 
were interested in a partnership through which we could 
explore the policy Implications of classroom teaching in 
Reform, Conservative, Community, Orthodox, and 
Secular day and supplementary schools.· 

... the Michigan project will create a study 
approach that can be used for self analysis. 
Jonathon Woocher 

'VI/hat interested us about the study,• reports Steven 
Bayme, Director of Research for the American Jewish 
Committee, "is that while there have been other studies 
on how Jews and non-Jews view each other, and a few 
studies sponsored by the AJC on this issue there weren't 
any studies on how Jewish children regard one another.• 

The study is jointly funded by the Wilstein Institute and 
the AJC and co-sponsored by JESNA, the Jewish Educa
tion Service of North America. 'The fact that the Michi
gan project will create a study approach that can be used 
by other schools and Federations for their own self anal
ysis is what intrigues us the most about the project," 
comments Jonathon Woocher, Executive Director of 
JESNA, "Detroit, with its varied educational programs, is 
an almost ideal laboratory for testing out the utility of the 
instruments to be developed." 

·1 couldn't agree more,· comments Larry Ziffer, the Jew
ish Welfare Federation's Director of Planning. "Detroit has 
provided leadership in so many other fields, why not in 
the serious evaluation of its educational programs?" The 
community's willingness to lead is demonstrated by the 
participation of eleven supplementary and day schools in 
the Project. Danny Steinmetz, Program Associate in 
Project STaR is the study's principal investigator. 

Cooperation on research and evaluation between the 
School of Social Work and Detroit area Jewish educators 

was under way even before STaR entered the picture. 
"Syd's work (Professor Sydney Bernard) pointed to what 
may be central to the successes we've had." reports 
Harlene Appleman, director of Project JEFF (Jewish Ex
perience for Famffies). "He found that what Jewish par
ents were seeking, above all else, was quality family 
time." "By zeroing-In on what people need and on what 
works," says Steinmetz, "instead of focusing on problems 
and disappointments, the University and the community 
may be able to highlight the best of our common experi
ences.· 

"One who digs wells for the community 
washes his face and hands in them." 
Babylonian Talmud, 
Tractate Berachot 30A 

When Rabbi Amml's hour to die came, he 
wept bitterly; and his nephew asked, "But 
why do you weep? Is there any Torah you 
have not learned and taught? Is there any 
kindness you have not practiced? And you 

never accepted public office, or sat in 
judgement of others." 

The rabbi replied: "That is why I weep. I was 
given the ability to extend justice, but never 

carried it out." 

Tanchuma on Mishpatim 
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Just Say KNoW 
One of the main obstacles to the use of computers, for di
rect practice and management, is the general incompati
bility in the way that people and machines operate. 
"That's why we created KNoW- The Knowledge Worksta
tion," says Dr. Chanan Yaniv, president of Eureka, and a 
recent graduate of the University of Michigan. 

• "I t's one of the most advanced and user-friendly systems 
of Its kind available," reports Carl Zinn of the University's 
Center for Research on Learning and Teaching. 

Eureka Is engaged in creating an executive information 
system for the Joint Distribution Committee In Israel. Any 
staff member or, for that matter, board or community 
representative, can easily find out what the JDC does, 
who does it, where It's done, and the critical policy areas 
to be addressed. A second project for the Joint, a 
decision support system for child development centers, 
cuts the diagnostic and assessment process to 1 /3 or 
less the amount of time that it might normally take. 

Data, In the form of text pages, illustraticms, 
photographs, even videotapes complete 
with sound, can be scanned into the 
computer's memory bank. 

Data, In the form of text pages, illustrations, photographs, 
even videotapes complete with sound, can be scanned 
into the computer's memory bank. A sophisticated link
Ing system makes it possible for the user to zero In on a 
word or concept In a page of text and then to get addi
tional information from other modules of interest. 

Boiledfrogism 
"Researchers have discovered," noted John Tropman 
with a smile, "that if you place a frog on a petri dish over a 
very low flame, the frog will not move, even if you in
crease the flame over a long period of time. Not aware of 
the changes In its environment, the frog will eventually 
boU In place. Some organizations are like frogs.· 

Troprnan, Michigan Professor of Social Work and an ex
pert on boards and voluntary organizations, was speak
ing to a group of twenty-two Detroit area administrators 
at the Jewish Vocational Service on September 21. 

"Just like frogs," he continued, ·some agencies do not 
perceive those changes in their environment which 
should get them moving." The occasion was the second 
session of the 1989 Executive Seminar, the first such 

We've asked Steve Danchek, the director o 
CJPs Israel office, to Investigate the systen 
further. 
Donald Feldstein 

Armand l.Buffer, who was referred to Yanlv by the JDC 
was so Impressed with the application potentials that h, 
arranged for Yaniv to meet with Detroit area Federatio1 
executives and with central office staff of the Council c 
Jewish Federations, the Jewish Welfare Board, and th, 
Conference of Jewish Communal Service. Reviewer. 
were equally Impressed. -We've asked Steve Oanchek 
the director of CJPs Israel office, to Investigate th1 
system further,· reports Donald Feldstein, Assoclat1 
Executive Director of the Council. 

Potential applications Include: tracking Soviet lmmlgran 
resettlement throughout the United States; Involving chU 
dren and youth In the design on their own Jewish educa 
tional units; language study (for example Hebrew or En 
glish for Soviet immigrants); providing accessible infor 
rnation on community services for the elder1y; and dis 
semlnating Information for use by local agencies anc 
synagogues on the results of demographic surveys anc 
community studies. 

program planned by Project STaR's Professiona 
Advisory Committee in cooperation with the Leadershi~ 
Development Department of the Jewish Welfare 
Federation. Other meetings were held at the Jewish 
Community Center, United Hebrew Schools, and Borman 
Hall. 

Each session was designed to confront strategic aspects 
of agency management and planning. The first, on in
creasing staff motivation and productivity, was led by 
Armand l.Buffer. At the third session, participants ex
plored approaches to generating demand for Jewish 
communal service through strategic social marketing. 
The most recent workshop, led by Social Work Professor 
Marilyn Flynn focused on preparing for the future 
through strategic planning and management. 
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TO: Henry L. Zucker FROM: Mark Gurvis DA TE : _ _ 11~/_2_2~/_89 ___ _ 
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REPLYING TO 
OLPA A 1 M l N l/f'I /\N I LU< Al ltlN O[PA ll lMI Nl /1'1,..AN I UH,. A ltUN YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Just want to share with you Art Rotman ' s concerns and discomfort with the 
process we are now engaged with on the programmatic areas with CAJE. Art feels 
that the process with CAJE is wrong for the reasons articulated at the recent 
senior policy advisors meeting. Particularly, he feels that involving CAJE in 
the way we have does not guarantee that the right people will be participating 
in the discussions on the programmatic areas. 

In preparation for the December 4 and 5 meetings, I collected suggestions from 
Art, Jon Woocher, Joe Reimer, and Seymour and Annette for possible 
participants. These were shared with CAJE leadership with the understanding 
that CAJE might or might not approach people who were suggested, and that the 
Commission would not exercise a veto over CAJE's choice of participants. From 
CAJE's perspective, their contribution is a convening of these groups from 
their active networks of educators. If the Commission were to convene whomever 
wished irrespective of CAJE, then there would be no need for CAJE to be 
involved. From Art's perspective, he did not understand that the invitations 
to participate would be extended from CAJE leadership, and feels that he ought 
to have had the opportunity to determine which of his suggested participants 
would have been approached. In passing along the suggestions, I did not 
identify to CAJE where each suggestion generated from, and in the end do not 
actually know who was or was not invited to participate. I only have the 
resulting list of people who will actually be coming. 

On balance, I believe we have an excellent group of people coming in on 
December 4 and 5 through CAJE, and that their leadership has outlined a process 
for the two days that should produce an excellent result. 

Art is, nevertheless, correct in his frustration that what is occurring on 
December 4 and 5 is counter to the advice of the senior policy advisors. I 
think it would be important for you to ta l k this through with him before the 
next senior policy advisors ' meeting on December 6. 
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